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Stabilizer states and graph states find
application in quantum error correction,
measurement-based quantum computation
and various other concepts in quantum in-
formation theory. In this work, we study
party-local Clifford (PLC) transformations
among stabilizer states. These transforma-
tions arise as a physically motivated extension
of local operations in quantum networks with
access to bipartite entanglement between
some of the nodes of the network. First, we
show that PLC transformations among graph
states are equivalent to a generalization of
the well-known local complementation, which
describes local Clifford transformations among
graph states. Then, we introduce a mathemat-
ical framework to study PLC equivalence of
stabilizer states, relating it to the classification
of tuples of bilinear forms. This framework
allows us to study decompositions of stabilizer
states into tensor products of indecomposable
ones, that is, decompositions into states from
the entanglement generating set (EGS). While
the EGS is finite up to 3 parties [Bravyi et al.,
J. Math. Phys. 47, 062106 (2006)], we show
that for 4 and more parties it is an infinite
set, even when considering party-local unitary
transformations. Moreover, we explicitly
compute the EGS for 4 parties up to 10 qubits.
Finally, we generalize the framework to qudit
stabilizer states in prime dimensions not
equal to 2, which allows us to show that the
decomposition of qudit stabilizer states into
states from the EGS is unique.

1 Introduction
The pursuit of building large-scale quantum networks

to implement a quantum internet [1, 2] has recently

attracted much interest from the experimental and

the theoretical perspective [3, 4, 5]. In particular, sev-

eral important building blocks of quantum networks

have been demonstrated experimentally [6, 7]. Such

networks open interesting possibilities for advanced

quantum information processing tasks, which include

distributed quantum computing [8], quantum metrol-

ogy [9], and, most prominently, long-distance quan-

tum communication [10]. Beyond future applications,

the strong correlations in quantum networks also open

new possibilities for fundamental tests of quantum

mechanics (cf. Ref. [11]). As technology progresses

it becomes more and more relevant to understand

quantum networks from the theoretical point of view.

The fundamental building block of these networks are

entangled quantum systems. Entanglement itself is

quite well understood in the bipartite case, but un-

derstanding multipartite entanglement, despite many

efforts, still remains to be an extremely challenging

task [12, 13, 14, 15]. In particular, our understanding

of network entanglement is still quite limited, even in

the case of a few qubits only, which is due to its com-

plicated structure. Indeed, recent results demonstrate

that its characterization requires new mathematical

tools to be explored [16, 17, 18].

In this regard, so-called stabilizer states constitute

an interesting subclass of multipartite entangled pure

states. These states are defined as the unique si-

multaneous eigenstate of a maximal set of commut-

ing Pauli observables, the so-called stabilizer [20, 19].

The stabilizer formalism was originally introduced by

Gottesman in the realm of quantum error correction

codes [21]. Nowadays, stabilizer states are known

to be important to many aspects of quantum infor-

mation processing such as, e.g., measurement based

quantum computing [22] or the classical simulation of

quantum circuits [23]. Graph states [20, 19] admit a

simple description in terms of mathematical graphs 1.

It is known that any stabilizer state is equivalent to

a graph state under a certain class of local opera-

tions, the so-called local Clifford operations, which

map the set of stabilizer states onto itself. Due to

their relevance, as outlined above, gaining a deeper

understanding of entanglement in stabilizer states is

an important goal.

In this paper we study stabilizer states in quantum

networks. Creating bipartite entanglement in quan-

tum networks is considerably less demanding than the

distribution of large entangled states. In particular,

well connected nodes can share a large amount of bi-

partite entanglement at basically no cost. This bipar-

tite entanglement can be used, for instance, to im-

plement non-local transformations of stabilizer states

1In the context of quantum error correction graph states
were first considered in Ref. [24].
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Figure 1: Top: A stabilizer state is distributed over two par-
ties. Under party local unitary transformations the state can
be converted to multiple independent copies of the Bell state,
and locally separable states. Bottom: The same state, when
grouped into three parties, can be decomposed into a GHZ
state, a Bell state and locally separable states.

via gate teleportation [25]. Here, Clifford operations

turn out to be particularly important as they can be

implemented deterministically. Thus, well connected

nodes having access to the additional bipartite entan-

glement can be viewed as a single party. We call the

operations that can be applied on those parties party-

local Clifford (PLC) operations. In case each party

only holds a single qubit it is known that two stabi-

lizer states are equivalent under local Cliffords if and

only if their corresponding graph states are connected

by a series of local complementations [26].

If all qubits of a stabilizer state are grouped into two

parties the bipartite stabilizer state can be converted

into multiple independent copies of the maximally en-

tangled state |φ+〉, and locally separable states |0〉
using PLC transformations [27]. For tripartite stabi-

lizer states it was shown in Ref. [28] that any state

can be converted to multiple independent copies of

the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state |GHZ〉
between the three parties, the Bell state |φ+〉 be-

tween pairs of parties, and locally separable states

|0〉, see Figure 1. The fact that these decompositions

are unique, even under more general party local uni-

tary (PLU) transformations, motivated the authors

of Ref. [28] to call these sets entanglement generating

sets. These results were later generalized to tripartite

qudit graph states in Ref. [29].

Furthermore, Ref. [28] provides criteria for the PLC

equivalence of stabilizer states. In Ref. [30] homolog-

ical invariants of stabilizer states under local Clifford

operations are studied, and were linked to the GHZ

extraction condition of Ref. [28]. The extraction of

GHZ states from random stabilizer states was inves-

tigated in Refs. [31, 32, 33]. However, a systematic

approach to study the extraction of arbitrary stabi-

lizer states in the multipartite scenario was missing.

Putting forward such an approach that allows us to

gain a deeper insight into the structure of entangle-

ment in multipartite stabilizer states is precisely the

aim of this work.

In this paper we study PLC transformations and

state extraction of stabilizer states. First, we intro-

duce notations and definitions relevant in the context

of PLC transformations of stabilizer states in Sec-

tion 2.1. Then we study how PLC transformations

between graph states alter the corresponding graphs

in Section 2.3, generalizing the concept of local com-

plementation. As any stabilizer state is LC equiva-

lent to a graph state this characterizes the action of

any PLC operations on an arbitrary stabilizer state.

In Section 2.4 we put forward a complete character-

ization of PLC equivalence classes based on PLC in-

variant polynomials which seems computationally not

very practical. Then we recall previous works on PLC

transformations of stabilizer states (Section 2.5). We

mainly focus on the results of Ref. [28] which solves

the classification of PLC classes for the 3-partite case

and introduces the notion of the entanglement gener-

ating set. In Section 3, we introduce one of our main

results, namely, a new mathematical formalism, that

we call the commutation matrix formalism, that al-

lows us to systematically study PLC transformations

and state extraction of stabilizer states shared be-

tween an arbitrary number of parties. In this formal-

ism we associate a tuple of alternating bilinear forms

to every stabilizer state. We show that the classifica-

tion of PLC classes is equivalent to the classification

of commutation matrices up to simultaneous congru-

ence. This type of problem was studied in linear al-

gebra and we demonstrate how these results can be

utilized in the commutation matrix formalism in Sec-

tions 3.1 and 3.2. In particular this leads to necessary

and sufficient conditions for a state to be contained

in the EGS. In Section 3.3, using the commutation

matrix formalism, we derive another main result by

showing that the EGSM is an infinite set for M ≥ 4,

even with respect to party-local unitary transforma-

tions (PLU). Moreover, the new formalism allows us

to compute the EGS4 up to 10 qubits. Going beyond

the EGS4 we provide evidence that the structure of

the EGS becomes rapidly more complex. In Section 4

we show that the commutation matrix formalism ex-

tends to qudit stabilizer states of prime dimension.

As the commutation matrices in this case are defined

over the field Zd for d ≥ 3, the results of Ref. [34] im-

ply that every qudit stabilizer states admits a unique

decomposition into a tensor product of states in the

EGS. Whether or not the uniqueness of the decompo-

sition extends to all qubit stabilizer states is unclear.

Finally, in case one considers more general states or

operations it happens that the decomposition is not

unique anymore, which we discuss in Section 4.2.
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2 Party-local operations
2.1 Preliminaries
Let us introduce some notation and recall some impor-

tant definitions relevant in the context of PLC trans-

formations of stabilizer states. We denote by X,Y, Z

the single-qubit Pauli operators

X =
(

0 1
1 0

)
, Y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, Z =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, (1)

and by Pn the n-qubit Pauli group, i.e., the group gen-

erated by n-fold tensor products of single-qubit Pauli

operators. A stabilizer S is an abelian subgroup of the

Pauli group Pn, which does not contain −1. A maxi-

mal abelian subgroup of Pn is generated by n indepen-

dent commuting Pauli operators. The operators of a

stabilizer forming a maximal abelian subgroup admit

a unique, common +1 eigenstate, which is called a

stabilizer state. Examples of stabilizer states are the

Bell state |φ+〉 = 1/
√

2(|00〉 + |11〉) and the n-qubit

GHZ state |GHZ〉 = 1/
√
n(|0 . . . 0〉+ |1 . . . 1〉).

It follows from the definition of stabilizer states that

the density matrix |ψ〉〈ψ| of a n-qubit stabilizer state

|ψ〉 with stabilizer S can we written as

ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| = 1
2n
∑
s∈S

s. (2)

Using this relation together with the fact that Pauli

operators are traceless, one finds that the reduced

state on a subset of qubits α is given by

ρα = 1
2|α|

∑
s∈Sα

s, (3)

where Sα contains those elements of S which act triv-

ially on all qubits not in α. Here, and in the following,

|α| denotes the cardinality of the set α. The rank of

the reduced state %α depends on how many qubits

in α are entangled with qubits outside of α, e.g., if

all qubits are entangled Sα only contains the identity

operator and %α has full rank.

The unitary normalizer (modulo U(1)) of the Pauli

group Pn is called the n-qubit Clifford group Cn, i.e.,

Cn = {U ∈ U(2n)|UPU† ∈ Pn∀P ∈ Pn}\U(1). For

any n, the Clifford group Cn is generated by single

and two qubit gates, e.g.,

H = 1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, P =

(
1 0
0 i

)
,

CZ =
(

1 0
0 0

)
⊗ 1 +

(
0 0
0 1

)
⊗ Z.

(4)

A subgroup of the Clifford group Cn is the local Clif-

ford group CLn , which consists of those elements of Cn
which can be written as a tensor product of elements

of C1.

Every stabilizer state is local Clifford (LC) equiv-

alent to a graph state [26]. A graph state |G〉 is

the unique stabilizer state associated to a simple (no

loops, undirected) graph G = (V,E) with vertices

V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and edges E ⊂ {{i, j}|i, j ∈ V }.
Its stabilizer SG = 〈g1, . . . , gn〉 is generated by the

canonical generators

gi = Xi

⊗
j∈Ni

Zj , (5)

where Ni = {k ∈ V |{k, i} ∈ E} is the neighbour-

hood of vertex i in G. A local Clifford transformation

which maps a graph state to another graph state cor-

responds to a sequence of local complementations on

the level of the graphs [26]. A local complementa-

tion with respect to (w.r.t.) the vertex j ∈ E re-

moves all edges between neighbours of vertex j and

adds all edges between neighbours of vertex j, which

where previously not present in the graph. That is,

it removes the edges in {{k, l} ∈ E|k, l ∈ Nj} and

adds all edges in {{k, l} 6∈ E|k, l ∈ Nj} to the graph

G. This corresponds to the application of the op-

erator exp(−iπ/4X) on qubit j, and exp(iπ/4Z) on

each of its neighbours. Let us mention here that

counting the number of local Clifford equivalent graph

states is #P-Complete [35]. Note that the graphi-

cal description of local Clifford transformations be-

tween graph states has also been studied for qudit

systems [36, 37]. A particularly useful way of repre-

senting an n-qubit graph state |G〉 is by its adjacency

matrix ΓG ∈Mn×n, defined by

(ΓG)i,j =
{

1, if i and j are connected

0, otherwise.
(6)

For a graph state |G〉 any element of its stabilizer S
is a local symmetry. However, the state |G〉 can have

more local symmetries than those in S (see Ref. [38]).

For example, consider a graph state |G〉 where qubit

1 is only connected to qubit 2. Then qubit 1 is called

a leaf, qubit 2 is called its parent and for any α ∈ C
the operator

eiαX ⊗ e−iαZ ⊗ 1 (7)

is a local symmetry of |G〉 (see Ref. [39]). In Ref. [38]

some of the authors of the current work studied,

among other things, all local symmetries of stabilizer

states. While preparing the current work, we became

aware of Ref. [40] (and Ref. [41]), which studies equiv-

alence of graphs under local complementation. In this

context, Ref. [40] also derives the local Clifford sym-

metries of graph states.

In this work we are interested in a superset of lo-

cal Clifford transformations, so called party-local Clif-

ford transformations (PLC). To define these trans-

formations, consider a partition P (M,n) of the set
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Figure 2: Local complementation (LC) on the parties high-
lighted in green compared to local complementation and edge
removal/addition (LCE) on the parties highlighted in grey.

[n] := {1, . . . n} into M subsets. In the following, we

refer to the elements of P (M,n) as parties. We call

operators of the form⊗
α∈P (M,n)

Cα with Cα ∈ C|α|, (8)

party-local Clifford operators and we denote the sub-

group generated by these operators by CP (M,n). Note

that CP (M,n) ⊂ Cn and equality only holds for M = 1.

We say that an n-qubit stabilizer state is M -partite

if its qubits are distributed among M parties. In the

following we denote by Stab(P (M,n)) the set of n-

qubit stabilizer states that are distributed according

to the partition P (M,n).
As we will discuss in Section 2.1, the Pauli group

can be represented as a vector space over a finite field.

We denote by Zd the finite field of order d for any

prime number d. Over this field addition and multi-

plication are carried out modulo d.

2.2 Motivation
In this section we explain our motivation for studying

PLC transformation of stabilizer states in quantum

networks. We argue that PLC transformations are a

physically motivated extension of local operations.

As experimental techniques progress, the distribu-

tion of bipartite entanglement between well connected

nodes in a quantum network will no longer be an

expensive resource. For instance, if two nodes are

spatially close they might be considered as well con-

nected. Nevertheless, two nodes can be not spatially

close and well connected if they can establish a large

amount of entanglement over long distances, e.g., via

a satellite [42]. One can use this bipartite entangle-

ment to implement non-local gates. This setting effec-

tively breaks the network down into several parties,

within which non-local operations are possible.

Clifford operations play a special role in such a set-

ting as they can be implemented deterministically via

gate teleportation (see Refs. [25, 43]). Indeed, to ap-

ply a non-local gate U ∈ C2 to two qubits held by

spatially separated parties, we can distribute the Choi

state U ⊗1 |φ+〉⊗2
among the parties. After perform-

ing a Bell measurement in each of the parties (each

involving one qubit of the Choi state and the one orig-

inally held by the party), the state of the two unmea-

sured qubits is

UP%P †U† = UPU†(U%U†)UP †U†, (9)

where P ∈ Pn depends on the measurement result and

ρ denotes the initial state of the two qubits originally

held by the parties. As Clifford operators map the

Pauli group onto itself, local Pauli corrections suffice

to invert UPU†. As the Clifford group is generated

by single and two-qubit gates (see Section 2.1), the

above well-known construction allows to implement

any non-local Clifford gate. For other non-local gates,

which are not Clifford gates, the correction UPU† will

not be local in general and thus a deterministic local

correction is not possible.

In this work we only consider PLC transformations

among special types of states, namely stabilizer states.

This is, on the one hand, due to the outstanding im-

portance of these states for quantum information pro-

tocols. On the other hand, Clifford operations map

stabilizer states to stabilizer states and thus these

states are a natural candidate to study in the setting

we consider. Additionally, the experimental require-

ments to implement party-local Clifford gates on sta-

bilizer states are actually significantly less than what

we described above. For stabilizer states, the distri-

bution of Bell states, local Z basis measurements and

the application of Clifford gates, which act locally on

the nodes of the network, suffice to implement any

party-local Clifford gate. Indeed, it is easy to see that

after distributing the Bell state between two parties

both parties can apply a CZ between the qubits of the

stabilizer state and the Bell state, perform local com-

plementation on the qubits of the Bell state and then

measure them in the Z basis to implement a non-local

CZ gate up to local Pauli corrections.

Motivated by the above, it is the goal of this work to

approach a complete characterization of PLC equiva-

lence classes of stabilizer states.

2.3 Generalized local complementation
In this section, we study how party-local Clifford

transformations from graph states to graph states al-

ter the corresponding graphs. We mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.1 that local Clifford transformations which map

a graph state to another graph state correspond to a

sequence of local complementations on the level of the

graphs [26]. We analyze how these results generalize

to party-local Clifford transformations in the follow-

ing theorem.
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Theorem 1. Let |G〉 and |G′〉 be n-qubit graph states
distributed among the parties P (M,n). Then |G〉 is
PLC equivalent to |G′〉 if and only if the graphs G

and G′ are related via a sequence of local comple-
mentations and edge additions/removals within par-
ties (LCE).

Let us compare Theorem 1 to the results of [26] for

local Clifford operations. We see that the only addi-

tional power party-local Clifford transformations have

over local Clifford transformations is the possibility of

adding and removing edges within parties. However,

note that adding and removing edges within parties

and local complementations are non-commuting op-

erations and thus LCE generates larger orbits. The

proof of Theorem 1 makes use of Lemma 2, which

is stated and proven in Appendix A . Here, we state

only an informal version of it, as this is sufficient to

understand the reason for the validity of Theorem 1.

Lemma 2 (informal version). The action of any two-
qubit Clifford gate on a graph state is equivalent to
the action of a suitable sequence of LCE up to local
Clifford corrections.

Using Lemma 2 and the fact that Cn is generated

by single and two-qubit Clifford operators (see Section

2.1) we can then show Theorem 1. The proof can be

found in Appendix A.

2.4 Classification of PLC classes via invariant
polynomials
The characterization of equivalence classes of states

under certain operations is a common task in quan-

tum information theory. In the context of stochastic

local operations assisted by classical communication

(SLOCC), invariant polynomials proved to be a fruit-

ful approach [44]. Motivated by this, we study the use

of invariant polynomials in the classification of PLC

classes of stabilizer states.

Consider a stabilizer state |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)).
We want to identify all states in the PLC class of

|ψ〉. To this end, let us choose a set of generators

gψ1 , . . . , g
ψ
n for the stabilizer S of |ψ〉 and define the

polynomial

I|ψ〉(|φ〉) =
∑

C∈CP (M,n)
n

n∏
j=1
〈φ|C†gψj C|φ〉

2
. (10)

Observe that this polynomial is obviously PLC invari-

ant, i.e., for all C ∈ CP (M,n) it holds that I|ψ〉(C |φ〉) =
I|ψ〉(|φ〉), and that I|ψ〉 = IC|ψ〉. Moreover, for any

stabilizer state |φ〉 this polynomial is nonzero if and

only if |φ〉 is PLC equivalent to |ψ〉, as we show in the

following. Using the fact that any stabilizer state can

be written in terms of its stabilizer as in Equation (2),

and that every P ∈ Pn not equal to the identity is

traceless, a term in the polynomial in Equation (10)
is nonzero if and only if {C†gψi C}ni=1 generate the

stabilizer of |φ〉 for some C ∈ CP (M,n). Hence, the

polynomial is nonzero if and only if |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are

PLC equivalent. We will see in Section 2.5 that it fol-

lows from the results of Ref. [28] that the polynomial

I|ψ〉 only depends on the commutation relations of the

generators gψ1 , . . . , g
ψ
n on the individual parties.

While each PLC equivalence class can be character-

ized by a polynomial as in Equation (10), this char-

acterization is not very practical. To our knowledge,

the only way to compute the value of such a polyno-

mial (with the possible exception of a small number

of parties) for a given stabilizer state is to explicitly

perform the sum over all terms. If that is the case,

computing the polynomial is not more efficient than

directly checking PLC equivalence by computing the

full PLC orbit.

Let us remark that invariants have been used pre-

viously to study PLC equivalence of stabilizer states.

Ref. [45] introduces a finite set of invariants that com-

pletely characterize local Clifford equivalence of sta-

bilizer states. That is, two states are local Clifford

equivalent if and only if they agree in these invariants.

Ref. [30] takes a similar approach, defining so called

homological invariants of stabilizer states, which ap-

ply to arbitrary party sizes, and even qudit stabilizer

states. These are used to rederive the results on the

extraction of GHZ states from Ref. [28] (see Section

2.5).

2.5 Previous results
In this section we summarize the main results ob-

tained in the context of PLC transformations of sta-

bilizer states, focusing on those that we use in the

following.

The classification of 3-partite PLC equivalence

classes of stabilizer states was completely solved in

Ref. [28]. There, it is shown that every 3-partite sta-

bilizer state is PLC equivalent to a tensor product

of a unique number of copies of the states |0〉, |φ+〉
and |GHZ〉, see Figure 1 for an example. That is,

two stabilizer states are PLC equivalent if and only if

their unique decompositions coincide. In the follow-

ing we make use of some of the techniques developed

in Ref. [28]. Therefore, let us briefly introduce some

of the notation that was being used and discuss the

content of the paper in more detail. First, recall that

the Pauli group Pn modulo phases is isomorphic to

the vector space Z2n
2 . To see that, one identifies the

single-qubit Pauli operators and the identity operator

with elements of Z2
2 as

σ0,0 = 1, σ1,0 = X, σ1,1 = Y, σ0,1 = Z. (11)
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Then, one can define a map σ : Z2n
2 → Pn via

σ((a1, b1, . . . , an, bn)) = σa1,b1 ⊗ . . .⊗ σan,bn . (12)

From this relation one sees that the multiplication of

Pauli operators corresponds to the addition of their

corresponding vectors in Z2n
2 , i.e.,

σ(f)σ(g) ∝ σ(f + g) f , g ∈ Z2n
2 . (13)

The commutation relations of the Pauli operators de-

fine a symplectic bilinear form ω : Z2n
2 → Z2 by

σ(f)σ(g) = eiπω(f ,g)σ(g)σ(f). (14)

Indeed, writing f = (a1, b1 . . . , an, bn) and g =
(a′1, b′1, . . . , a′n, b′n) the above definition implies that

ω(f , g)

= (a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . bn)
(

0 1

1 0

)
(a′1, . . . , a′n, b′1, . . . b′n)T .

(15)

Thus, the bilinear form ω satisfies ω(f ,f) = 0, and

is non-degenerate, i.e., ω(f , g) = 0 for all g implies

that f = 0. We conclude that Z2n
2 together with ω

is a symplectic vector space. A brief introduction to

symplectic vector spaces can be found in Appendix B.

Every stabilizer S ⊂ Pn can be written as S =
{ε(f)σ(f)|f ∈ V S} where V S is a maximally

isotropic subspace of Z2n
2 and ε : V S → {±1} is a

suitable sign choice. A maximally isotropic subspace

is a subspace which is equal to its orthogonal comple-

ment defined via the symplectic form ω (for details see

Appendix B). A set of generators of S corresponds to

a basis of V S via the map σ. Choosing a different set

of generators of S is equivalent to a basis change in

V S via Equation (13) and it is described by an invert-

ible matrix. Note that subspaces which are isotropic

but not maximally isotropic, i.e., which are contained

in their orthogonal complement but not necessarily

equal to it, correspond to stabilizer codes.

Any Clifford operator C ∈ Cn defines a linear map

u : Z2n
2 → Z2n

2 via

Cσ(f)C† ∝ σ(u(f)). (16)

As C is unitary, u is invertible and preserves the sym-

plectic form ω, i.e., it is an isometry. In fact, one

can show that any isometry on Z2n
2 corresponds to a

C ∈ Cn via the above relation. This correspondence

is unique up to phases.

Consider a set of parties P (M,n). For every f ∈
Z2n

2 and α ∈ P (M,n) we denote by fα ∈ Z2|α|
2

the restriction of f to party α. For every party

α ∈ P (M,n), we consider two subspaces, the local

subspace

V Sα = {f ∈ V S |fβ = 0 ∀β ∈M,β 6= α} (17)

and the colocal subspace

V Sα̂ = {f ∈ V S |fα = 0}. (18)

That is, while V Sα contains those vectors of V S that

vanish on every party but α, the subspace V Sα contains

those vectors that vanish on party α. Note that the

dimension of V Sα is related to rank of the reduced state

via rk(ρα) = 2|α|−dim(V Sα ) (see Equation (3)). In this

context, it is helpful to define the support of a vector

f = (a1, b1, . . . , an, bn) ∈ Z2n
2 as

supp(f) = {i ∈ [n]|ai = 1 ∨ bi = 1}. (19)

Similarly, the support of a Pauli operator P ∝ σ(f)
is given supp(P ) = supp(f), i.e., the support of P is

where it acts non-trivially.

With all the definitions in place let us recall the

findings of Ref. [28] that we will use here. There are

two types of results in Ref. [28]. On the one hand,

the authors provide necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for PLC equivalence of stabilizer states. On the

other hand, they use those conditions to find the ex-

act number of M -qubit, M -partite GHZ states one

can extract from an M -partite stabilizer state. Using

this result, as well as the conditions for PLC equiva-

lence, they provide a complete solution to the prob-

lem of PLC equivalence for 3-partite stabilizer states.

We start by summarizing the necessary and sufficient

conditions for PLC equivalence derived in Ref. [28].

It is shown in Ref. [28] that the PLC equivalence of

two stabilizer states solely depends on how elements

of their stabilizers commute on the individual parties,

as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3 ([28]). Let |ψ〉 , |φ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)).
Then, |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are PLC equivalent if and only
if there exists a basis g1, . . . , gn of V Sψ and a basis
f1, . . . ,fn of V Sφ such that

ω((fi)α, (fj)α) = ω((gi)α, (gj)α) (20)

for all α ∈ P (M,n) and i, j ∈ [n].

That is, two stabilizer states are PLC equivalent

iff there exist sets of generators for Sψ and Sφ whose

respective commutation relations on all parties agree.

In Ref. [28], this theorem is only stated for stabilizer

states of maximal local rank, i.e., states for which

dim(V Sα ) = 0 for all α ∈ P (M,n). However, the

authors mention that it extends to general stabilizer

states. In Appendix G we provide a proof for the gen-

eral statement in the case of qudit systems of prime

dimension, as we use it in Section 4 where we study

qudit systems of prime dimension.

Moreover, Ref. [28] provides a theorem which gives

necessary and sufficient conditions for when a stabi-

lizer state |φ〉 can be extracted from a stabilizer state
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|ψ〉 via PLC. We say a state |φ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,m))
can be extracted from a state |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n))
with n ≥ m if there exists a PLC transformation

C ∈ CP (M,n) and a (n−m)-qubit stabilizer state |φ′〉
such that C |ψ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |φ′〉. In this case, we say |ψ〉
decomposes into |φ〉 and |φ′〉.

Theorem 4 ([28]). Let |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) and
|φ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,m)) with n ≥ m. The state |φ〉 can
be extracted from |ψ〉 if and only if there exists a linear
injective map T : V Sφ → V Sψ such that

(i) ω(T (f)α, T (g)α) = ω(fα, gα) ∀f , g ∈ V Sφ α ∈
P (M,n)

(ii) [T (V Sφ)]α̂ = T (V Sφα̂ ) for all α ∈ P (M,n).

Condition (i) in Theorem 4 guarantees that the

map T preserves commutation relations on every

party. Condition (ii) enforces that the party support

of f and T (f) is the same for all f ∈ V Sφ . This

condition is necessary as PLC transformations can-

not change the party support of Pauli operators. Note

that Theorem 3 considers an extremal case of Theo-

rem 4 where n = m. One can show that condition (ii)
in Theorem 4 becomes obsolete in this case.

A simple case of extractability occurs if there exists

a party α ∈ P (M,n) such that dim(V Sα ) = dα > 0.

It follows directly from Theorem 4 that then |ψ〉 is

PLC equivalent to a state |φ〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗dα . Note that an

analogous reasoning also applies to the qudit case (see

Appendix G).

Using, in particular, Theorem 4 one can determine

the maximum number of M -qubit GHZ states shared

among all parties that can be extracted from a state

|ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) via PLC. This number is given

by the minimum number of generators of Sψ which are

truly M -partite. To be more precise, let us consider

the subspace

Vloc = span
⋃

α∈P (M,n)

V Sα̂ . (21)

It is shown in Ref. [28] that the maximum number of

M -qubit GHZ states distributed among all M parties

that can be extracted from |ψ〉 via PLC is given by

∆ = n− dim(Vloc).
In the 3-partite case, this result in combination with

Theorem 4 leads to a complete characterization of all

PLC equivalence classes of stabilizer states of arbi-

trary qubit number. As we have mentioned before,

it is shown in Ref. [28], that every 3-partite stabilizer

state decomposes into a tensor product of k1 copies of

the |0〉 state, k2 copies of the |φ+〉 state, and k3 copies

of the |GHZ〉 state under PLC. The number of copies

of each of those states is unique and can be computed

efficiently. Two stabilizer states are PLC equivalent if

and only if their decompositions coincide, i.e., if the

numbers of copies in the decompositions of each of the

states coincides. This statement still holds if one con-

siders party-local unitary operations (PLU) instead

of PLC operations. Conversely, any tensor product of

the states |0〉 , |φ+〉 and |GHZ〉 uniquely characterizes

a PLC class (of three parties), and also a PLU class

(Ref. [28]).

The authors of Ref. [28] therefore suggest to call

{|0〉 , |φ+〉 , |GHZ〉} the entanglement generating set

(EGS) for 3-partite stabilizer states. In this work, we

use the EGS w.r.t. PLC operations to characterize

PLC equivalence classes for an arbitrary number of

parties. The entanglement generating set (EGS) for

M -partite stabilizer states under PLC is a minimal set

EGSM of indecomposable M -partite stabilizer states

such that every M -partite stabilizer state decomposes

under PLC into a tensor product of the states con-

tained in EGSM . It follows directly from its definition

that the EGS is unique up to PLC transformations of

the individual states it contains. In particular, it con-

tains one representative of every PLC class, which

consists of indecomposable stabilizer states. Note

that there are stabilizer states which are LU equiva-

lent but not LC equivalent (see Ref. [46]). Therefore,

the EGS, as we define it, can be overcomplete regard-

ing PLU transformations. Moreover, the EGSM is

defined for a fixed number of parties M but an un-

bounded number of qubits. Thus, it is possible that

it contains infinitely many states.

The results of Ref. [28] imply that 3-partite stabi-

lizer states decompose uniquely into states from the

EGS3. Note that the results of [28] were also par-

tially extended to 2- and 3-partite qudit systems, with

d such that its prime decomposition only contains

primes of power 0 or 1 in Ref. [29]. More precisely,

the authors show that any 2- and 3-partite qudit sta-

bilizer state, with d as defined above, decomposes into

a tensor product of the states |0〉,
∣∣φ+
d

〉
= 1√

d

∑
j |jj〉

and
∣∣GHZd〉 = 1√

d

∑
j |jjj〉.

In the light of the above summary let us briefly out-

line the rest of the paper. In the following sections

we introduce the commutation matrix formalism as a

powerful tool to study PLC equivalence of stabilizer

states. This allows us to use results from the classifi-

cation theory of bilinear forms to study the structure

of the EGSM for qubits and qudits. Particularly, we

derive necessary and sufficient conditions for when a

state is decomposable. While we do not know whether

or not qubit stabilizer state decompose uniquely into

states from the EGS, we prove that for qudit stabi-

lizer states of prime dimension the decomposition is

indeed unique.
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3 PLC transformations of stabilizer
states and the commutation matrix for-
malism
As we saw in the previous section, whether or not two

stabilizer states are PLC equivalent solely depends on

the local commutation relations of operators in their

stabilizers (Theorem 3 shown in [28]). In this section,

we introduce a new formalism to exploit these find-

ings in studying the PLC transformations of stabilizer

states.

Let |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) with stabilizer S and let

{f1, . . . ,fn} be a basis of its corresponding maximally

isotropic subspace V S . As we are only interested in

the subspace V S , we define the linear map R : V S →
Zn2 via Rfi = ei for all i ∈ [n], where {ei} denotes the

standard basis of Zn2 2. The map R is invertible and

therefore describes an isomorphism. For every party

α ∈ P (M,n) we define a bilinear form Cα : Zn2×Zn2 →
Z2 via

Cα(k, l) = ω((R−1k)α, (R−1l)α). (22)

As ω is a symplectic form, the bilinear forms (Cα)α
are alternating, that is, Cα(k, l) = −Cα(l,k), and

Cα(k,k) = 0 for all k, l ∈ Zn2 . As we operate over the

field Z2 we also have that Cα(k, l) = Cα(l,k). Note

that they are not symplectic in general as they can

be degenerate, i.e., if Cα(k, l) = 0 for all l ∈ Zn2 , then

this does not imply that k = 0.

In slight abuse of notation we use Cα also to denote

the matrix representation of the respective bilinear

form w.r.t. to the basis {ei}i∈[n]. Let us now make

the following definition.

Definition 5. Let |ψ〉 be an M -partite stabilizer
state. We call the matrices (Cα)α∈P (M,n), describ-
ing the bilinear forms defined in Equation (22) w.r.t.
to the basis choice {fi} of V S , commutation matrices.

A commutation matrix Cα contains all informa-

tion about the commutation relations of the Pauli

operators σ(fj) on the party α. More precisely,

(Cα)ij = 0 iff σ(fi) and σ(fj) commute on party α,

i.e., [σ(fi)α, σ(fj)α] = 0. Moreover, by replacing the

field Z2 with a finite field Zd for d ≥ 3, commuta-

tion matrices can also be defined for qudit systems of

prime dimension, which we discuss in Section 4.

Let us discuss some properties of commutation ma-

trices. Commutation matrices are alternating as they

describe alternating forms. Moreover they satisfy∑
α∈P (M,n)

Cα = 0, (23)

2This representation of the maximally isotropic subspace
V S is equivalent to the representation of any element g ∈ S
as g = gx1

1 gx2
2 · · · g

xn
n , where x ∈ Zn2 .

where addition is performed modulo 2. This condition

is a direct consequence of the fact that all generators

globally commute, i.e., that V S is isotropic. Indeed,

as [σ(fi), σ(fj)] = 0 for all i, j, the operators σ(fi)
and σ(fj) anti-commute on an even number of parties.

Therefore
∑
α(Cα)ij = 0 for all i, j. Moreover, for two

parties αi, αj ∈ P (M,n) one finds that

Cα1 + Cα2 = Cα1∪α2 . (24)

As noted in the definition, the commutation matri-

ces depend on the chosen basis {f1, . . . ,fn}. A basis

change in V S , which is equivalent to choosing a differ-

ent set of generators for S, is described by an invert-

ible matrix Q ∈ Mn×n(Z2) on Zn2 . As commutation

matrices represent bilinear forms, the commutation

matrices with respect to the new basis are given by

(QTCαQ)α∈M . (25)

In order to illustrate the formalism, let us present

some examples of commutation matrices that are

relevant in the following. For the state |φ+〉 dis-

tributed among the parties P (2, 2) = {{1}, {2}} the

commutation matrices w.r.t the canonical generators

g1 = X1Z2 and g2 = Z1X2, defined by Equation (5),
are

C{1} =
(

0 1
1 0

)
andC{2} =

(
0 1
1 0

)
. (26)

For the state |GHZ〉 distributed among the parties

P (3, 3) = {{1}, {2}, {3}} the commutation matri-

ces w.r.t the canonical generators g1 = X1Z2, g2 =
Z1X2Z3 and g3 = Z2X3 are

C{1} =

0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 , C{2} =

0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

 ,

C{3} =

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 . (27)

It can be easily verified that they satisfy all the re-

quirements listed above, i.e., they are alternating, and

sum up to zero.

If we instead choose the generators g1, g2, g2g3, the

associated tuple of commutation matrices is

C̃{1} =

0 1 1
1 0 0
1 0 0

 , C̃{2} =

0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

 ,

C̃{3} =

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 . (28)

Again, it is straightforward to verify that these com-

mutation matrices result from the original ones by a
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congruence transformation with the invertible matrix

Q =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 1

 . (29)

In fact, the states that we have just discussed are

graph states, as the generators of their stabilizers cor-

respond to the canonical generators in Equation 5.

For these states there exists a simple way to compute

a tuple of commutation matrices from the adjacency

matrix ΓG. One finds that if ΓG(i) denotes the matrix

that agrees with ΓG in row and column i and is zero

everywhere else, then

Cα =
∑
i∈α

ΓG(i). (30)

However, not every tuple of alternating matrices

which satisfies Equation (23) corresponds to a sta-

bilizer state, i.e., a maximally isotropic subspace. As

we show in the following Theorem, the ranks of the

matrices in tuples corresponding to stabilizer states

are constrained.

Theorem 6. Let (Cα)α∈P (M,n), Cα ∈ Mn×n(Z2) be
a tuple of alternating matrices such that

∑
α Cα = 0

for some partition P (M,n). Then there exists a |ψ〉 ∈
Stab(P (M,n)) such that (Cα)α are the corresponding
commutation matrices if and only if

2 rk([Cα]α) =
∑
α

rk(Cα). (31)

Here, [Cα]α denotes the n× (nm) matrix obtained by
concatenating all matrices Cα, and the rank is taken
over the field Z2.

To explain this condition let us note that the rank

of a commutation matrix is related to the rank of the

reduced stabilizer state as 2rk(Cα)/2 = rk(ρα). There-

fore, rk(Cα)/2 coincides with the number of qubits

in party α that are effectively entangled to another

party (see discussion in Appendix C). Observe that

rk([Cα]α) = rk([QCαQT ]α) for any invertible matrix

Q. Therefore, n− rk([Cα]α) is the maximum number

of generators that locally commute with all other gen-

erators of S. As S is a maximally abelian subgroup

it follows that those generators can be chosen to have

support only on one party, and thus correspond to

extractable qubits in the state |0〉. Thus, the rank

condition in Equation (31) states the following. The

sum over the number of qubits in each party which

are effectively entangled to another one outside the

party has to be equal to the difference between n and

the total number of qubits in the state |0〉 that can

be extract from |ψ〉. The latter number is precisely

given by n− rk([Cα]α).

For general alternating matrices (Cα)α∈P (M,n)
which sum up to zero, Equation (31) becomes an in-

equality

2 rk([Cα]α) ≤
M∑
i=1

rk(Ci). (32)

Commutation matrices are precisely those sets of ma-

trices that saturate this bound. For the details of the

proof of this inequality and for the proof of Theorem 6

see Appendix C and the discussion below. Note that

one can show that tuples of alternating matrices which

do not satisfy Equation (31) are associated to stabi-

lizer codes. Thus, one can also use this formalism to

study PLC equivalence of stabilizer codes. However,

in this case the condition for PLC equivalence is more

complicated. Addressing this task is beyond the scope

of this paper.

Given a tuple of commutation matrices one can con-

struct a corresponding stabilizer state, as we show in

the following. The idea is to go through all parties

and transform the respective commutation matrix to

a form where it is easy to choose a correct form for the

generators. Finally, the transformations are reversed.

More precisely, one proceeds as follows. Let us first

consider first the case rk([Cα]α) = n and then deal

with the case rk([Cα]α) < n.

– Initialize the operators g1, . . . , gn to 1.

– For each party α proceed as follows:

→ Assign rk(Cα)/2 qubits to party α. For this

iteration of the loop, these qubits are labeled

from 1 to rk(Cα)/2.

→ Find an invertible matrix P ∈ Mn×n(Z2)
such that PCαP

T is of the form described in

Theorem 18, i.e., a direct sum of the blocks

(
0
)
, and

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

→ Let g̃1, . . . , g̃n be this new set of generators

(obtained as products of the old generators).

For all j ∈ [n− 1], if (PCαPT )j,j+1 = 1, set

(g̃j)α = X(j+1)/2 and (g̃j+1)α = Z(j+1)/2.

→ Then undo the change of generators accord-

ing to P−1.

– After determining all operators gj check whether

g2
j = +1 or −1. In the latter case replace gj by

igj .

First, observe that the rank condition in Eq. (31) en-

sures that the algorithm defines generators acting on

n qubits. It is clear that implementing this algorithm

for every party, the commutation relations of the op-

erators g1, . . . , gn are described by (Cα)α. Thus, the

g1, . . . , gn commute. Moreover, they are independent
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as rk([Cα]α) = n and, due to the last step of the algo-

rithm, g2
i = 1 for all i ∈ [n]. Therefore, any element

of the generated subgroup is a product of powers zero

or one of each generator. If any of these powers is one,

the generated operator is not proportional to 1 as the

generators are independent. If all powers are zero,

then the operator is equal to 1 due to the last step

of the algorithm. We conclude that g1, . . . , gn gener-

ate an n-qubit stabilizer corresponding to a stabilizer

state.

In case rk([Cα]α) < n, the construction has to be

slightly modified. First, one finds an invertible ma-

trix R such that the last w = n − rk([Cα]α) rows of

[RCαRT ]α are zero. Then, one can assign rk(Cα)/2
qubits to party α for every α ∈ P (M,n) and deter-

mine the generators g1, . . . , gn−w as above. The re-

maining n − rk([Cα]α) qubits, which are in the state

|0〉, can be distributed arbitrarily among the par-

ties. Let us number the qubits in the state such that

those appear last. Then we define gj = Zj for all

j ∈ {n − w + 1, . . . , n}. Finally, we undo the change

of generators according to R−1. It is straightforward

to verify that the operators obtained this way define

a stabilizer corresponding to a stabilizer state. Again

Eq. (31) ensures that the algorithm defines generators

acting on n qubits.

Let us discuss the relevance of commutation matri-

ces in the context of PLC transformations. Theorem 3

([28]) states that two stabilizer states are PLC equiv-

alent if their stabilizers admit sets of generators with

the same commutation relations on each party. In

terms of commutation matrices this Theorem reads

as follows.

Theorem 7. Let |ψ〉 , |φ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)). Then |ψ〉
is PLC equivalent to |φ〉 if and only if they admit the
same tuple of commutation matrices.

As all sets of commutation matrices of a state are

related via a congruence transformation, this theorem

is equivalent to the following: |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are PLC

equivalent if any two tuples of commutation matrices

(Cψα )α, and (Cφα)α are congruent to each other. Con-

sequently, a set of commutation matrices and every

congruent set uniquely characterizes a PLC equiva-

lence class. Thus, in order to characterize all PLC

classes we have to find a maximal set of non-congruent

tuples of commutation matrices.

3.1 The EGS and commutation matrices
We argued in the previous section that the classifica-

tion of PLC classes is equivalent to the classification of

commutation matrices up to congruence. A common

approach to classify tuples of matrices under certain

operations is to first establish that these tuples de-

compose uniquely into indecomposable blocks (up to

reordering and equivalence of the blocks). Then, the

classification task is solved by presenting a complete

set of indecomposable tuples. We show in this sec-

tion that these two tasks are equivalent to the ones

we want to solve for stabilizer states. Namely, we

show that stabilizer states decompose uniquely into

indecomposable states if and only if this is true for

commutation matrices. Moreover, finding the EGS is

equivalent to finding a maximal set of non-congruent

indecomposable commutation matrices.

Let us start by making more precise the notion of

decomposability of stabilizer states and their corre-

sponding tuples of commutation matrices. To that

end, consider the tensor product of two stabilizer

states |ψ〉 ⊗ |ϕ〉, and let {gi}i be the generators of

Sψ and {hi}i the generators of Sϕ respectively. Such

a state is clearly decomposable. Observe that the two

sets of generators are mutually commuting, globally

but also locally, as they are acting on different qubits.

Thus, their commutation matrices are block-diagonal,

where one block corresponds to the generators of |ψ〉
and the other to the generators of |ϕ〉, i.e.,

Cα(|ψ〉 ⊗ |ϕ〉) = Cα(|ψ〉)⊕ Cα(|ϕ〉). (33)

To see that the converse is also true the fol-

lowing theorem establishes the connection between

decomposability of stabilizer states and the block-

diagonalizability of their commutation matrices.

Theorem 8. Let |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) and let
(Cα)α∈P (M,n) be a tuple of commutation matrices.
Then |ψ〉 is decomposable if and only if there ex-
ists an invertible matrix Q ∈ Mn×n(Z2), and matri-
ces B1

α ∈ Mn1×n1(Z2), B2
α ∈ Mn2×n2(Z2) such that

(QCαQT )α∈M = (B1
α ⊕B2

α)α∈M .

Proof. The proof of the only if part follows directly
from Theorem 3 and the fact that all tuples of com-
mutation matrices associated to same state are con-
gruent.

Next, we prove the if part. Suppose there ex-
ists a an invertible matrix Q ∈ Mn×n(Z2) such that
(QCαQT )α∈P (M,n) = (B1

α ⊕ B2
α)α. As (B1

α ⊕ B2
α)α

is a tuple of commutation matrices, it satisfies Equa-
tion (31). That is,

2 rk([B1
α +B2

α]) =
∑
α

rk(B1
α ⊕B2

α) (34)

or equivalently,

2 rk([B1
α]) + 2 rk([B2

α]) =
∑
α

rk(B1
α) +

∑
α

rk(B2
α).

(35)
As 2 rk([Biα]) ≤

∑
α rk(Biα) (see Inequality (32))

Equation (35) can hold only if 2 rk([Biα]) =∑
α rk(Biα). Thus, (B1

α) and (B2
α) are tuples of com-

mutation matrices. Let |φ1〉 and |φ2〉 be the corre-
sponding M -partite stabilizer states. It follows from
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Theorem 3 that |ψ〉 is PLC equivalent to |φ1〉 ⊗ |φ2〉
and is therefore decomposable.

This theorem establishes that decomposing stabi-

lizer states into other stabilizer states is equivalent

to decomposing tuples of commutation matrices into

blocks. Therefore, to identify states in the EGS we

have to identify indecomposable tuples of commuta-

tion matrices. The question whether or not stabilizer

states decompose uniquely into indecomposable ones

is equivalent to whether or not tuples of commuta-

tion matrices uniquely decompose into indecompos-

able blocks.

These questions were studied for general tuples of

alternating matrices in linear algebra in the last cen-

tury. We summarize the main results in the following.

For a more detailed description we refer the reader to

Appendix D. Let us stress that we are only interested

in the classification of a special subset of these tuples,

namely those which satisfy Equation (31).
How much is known about the problem very much

depends on the field one considers. For the field Z2,

up to our knowledge, both questions have only been

answered for tuples of length 1 and 2. The solution

for a single matrix is given by Theorem 18 (see Ap-

pendix B), which establishes that the only indecom-

posable blocks are given by

(
0
)
, and

(
0 1
1 0

)
. (36)

Theorem 18 also implies that the decomposition into

these blocks is unique. This follows from the simple

fact that a congruence transformation cannot change

the rank of a matrix and therefore the number of

blocks of each type is fixed. Comparing the above

result to the commutation matrices of the state |φ+〉
in Equation (26) one sees that this implies that any

bipartite stabilizer state decomposes uniquely into a

tensor product of copies of the state |φ+〉 and the state

|0〉.
For tuples of length 2 Ref. [47] establishes the

uniqueness of the decomposition and states a com-

plete set of indecomposable pairs of alternating forms.

To obtain these results the author shows that the clas-

sification of pairs of alternating forms is equivalent to

the classification of the better known matrix pencils.

Due to Equation (23), these results directly apply to

the characterization of the EGS for 3-partite stabilizer

states. In fact, they precisely reproduce the results

of Ref. [28] regarding PLC equivalence classes. To

see this, one starts from the general classification of

Ref. [47] and considers only those indecomposable tu-

ples which satisfy the rank condition in Equation (31).
For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to

Appendix D.

Up to our knowledge, the solution for tuples of

length ≥ 3 for the field Z2 is not known. However,

for algebraically closed fields of characteristic 6= 2 it is

shown in Ref. [48] that the classification of triples of

alternating forms is a wild problem, i.e., it is at least

as hard as classifying pairs of matrices up to simulta-

neous similarity. The latter task is considered to be

very challenging. This suggests that also in the case

of the field Z2, classifying general triples of alternat-

ing forms is difficult. However, due to Equation (31)
we are only interested in very special triples of ma-

trices and thus a complete characterization of inde-

composables tuples might be possible beyond pairs of

matrices.

For the field Zd with d ≥ 3 the situation is dif-

ferent. Here, Ref. [34] establishes the uniqueness of

the decomposition for arbitrary tuples of alternating

matrices (cf. Theorem 2 in Ref. [34], see also Ap-

pendix D). As mentioned earlier, the commutation

matrix formalism generalizes to qudit stabilizer states

for prime dimension. In this case, the commutation

matrices are defined over the field Zd. Therefore, by

establishing the equivalence between the decomposi-

tion of commutation matrices and the decomposition

of stabilizer states (see Section 4) we show via the

results of Ref. [34] that qudit stabilizer states decom-

pose uniquely into indecomposable ones under PLC

(see Section 4).

We comment in Appendix H on our approach to

show the uniqueness of the decomposition for qubit

systems. We prove that stabilizer states without PLC

symmetries decompose uniquely. However, these sym-

metries seem to be common, at least for four parties

(see the states in Figure 4) as many states in the EGS4
up to 10 qubits contain leafs, which yield additional

symmetries.

3.2 Necessary and sufficient conditions for de-
composability
In this section we introduce useful tools for study-

ing decompositions of stabilizer states. In particu-

lar, we focus on the application of the commutation

matrix formalism. We discuss Fitting’s Lemma (see,

e.g., Ref. [34]), which provides necessary and sufficient

conditions for decomposability of tuples of alternating

matrices, and in particular of commutation matrices.

First, let us present a lemma which gives sufficient

conditions for the extraction of the state |GHZM−1〉
or |GHZM 〉 from an M -partite stabilizer state.

Lemma 9. Let P (M,n) = {α1, . . . , αM} be a parti-
tion and let |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) have full local ranks,
i.e., dim(V Sα ) = 0 for all α ∈ P (M,n). Then one
can extract either |GHZM−1〉 or |GHZM 〉 from |ψ〉
if and only if there exist elements f1, . . . , fM−2 in S
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such that supp(fj) = α1 ∪ αj+1 and (fj)α1 = (fk)α1

for all j, k ∈ [M − 2].

The proof of this lemma can be found in Ap-

pendix E. It makes use of the fact that S is a max-

imally isotropic subspace. This fact in combination

with the special operators fj it has to contain is

enough to show that the conditions of Theorem 4 are

satisfied and an extraction is possible 3.

Next, let us discuss how one can analyze decompo-

sitions of tuples of commutations (and thereby decom-

positions of the corresponding stabilizer states). It is a

well-known fact that to study decompositions of a tu-

ples of alternating matrices into blocks one can equiv-

alently study the ring of self-adjoint endomorphisms

of the corresponding tuple. A self-adjoint endomor-

phism of a tuple of alternating matrices (Cα)α∈P (M,n),

Cα ∈Mn×n(Z2) is a matrix E ∈Mn×n(Z2) such that

CαE = ETCα (37)

holds for all α ∈ P (M,n). Self-adjoint endomor-

phisms enjoy many useful properties that we will fre-

quently make use of in what follows. It directly fol-

lows from the defining Equation (37) that the set of

self-adjoint endomorphisms is closed under products

and additions and therefore forms a ring. In partic-

ular, whenever E is a self-adjoint endomorphism, so

are its powers Em. It is straightforward to verify that

for any m ∈ N it holds that ran(Em) ⊇ ran(Em+1),
and ker(Em) ⊆ ker(Em+1). For invertible endomor-

phisms the range coincides with the full vector space

for any power of E, and for nilpotent endomorphisms

one finds k ∈ N such that Ek = 0. For finite di-

mensional vector spaces, and in particular over fi-

nite fields, one can always find an l ∈ N for which

ran(El) = ran(El+1), and ker(El) = ker(El+1), that

is El acts as a bijection on its range. Over finite fields,

ran(El) is a finite set and, therefore, El is a permu-

tation on it. Therefore, there exists a power p ≥ l

for which Ep acts as the identity on its range and

thus fulfills (Ep)2 = Ep, i.e., Ep is idempotent. The

existence of idempotent elements that are neither in-

vertible nor nilpotent plays a crucial role in deciding if

a set of commutation matrices is decomposable. The

following lemma, known as Fitting’s lemma, explains

how properties of self-adjoint endomorphisms relate

to the decomposition of (Cα)α∈P (M,n) into blocks.

Lemma 10 (Fitting’s lemma [34]). Let F be any field,
let I ⊂ N be a finite index set and let (Aα)α∈I , Aα ∈
Mn×n(F ) be a tuple of alternating matrices. Then,
(Aα)α∈I is indecomposable under congruence if and

3Note that Ref. [30] also contains conditions under which
one can extract a GHZ state from a given stabilizer states,
even between less than M − 1 parties.

only if all self-adjoint endomorphisms of (Aα)α∈I are
either nilpotent or invertible.

Let us include a proof of the lemma for finite fields

as it illustrates its application in the context of com-

mutation matrices.

Proof. Let (Ai)i be a tuple of alternating n × n ma-
trices. As F is finite, for any endomorphism of (Ai)i
there exists a k ∈ N such that E2k = Ek (see the
discussion above Lemma 10). Thus, there exists an
invertible matrix R such that Ek = R−1(1 ⊕ 0)R.
It is straightforward to verify that 1 ⊕ 0 is a self-
adjoint endomorphism of (RAiRT ). We conclude that
if ker(Ek) 6= Fn or R(Ek) 6= Fn, then (RAiRT )i is
blockdiagonal.

Hence, they are simultaneously decomposable if

and only if there exists an idempotent endomorphism

which is neither invertible nor nilpotent 4

Lemma 10 is particularly useful if one wants to nu-

merically decide whether or not a stabilizer state is

decomposable. As Equation (37) is linear in the en-

tries of E, it is efficient to compute a basis of the

endomorphism ring. The endomorphism ring gener-

ated by this basis is finite as we work over the finite

field Z2 and there are only finitely many matrices over

Z2. Thus, if the ring is not too large one can check

whether every element is either nilpotent or invertible,

or equivalently, if there exists a idempotent element

that is neither invertible nor nilpotent. As we will

see later, this insight is very useful for numerically

computing the EGS.

3.3 The EGSM for M ≥ 4
We explained in the previous sections that to charac-

terize the PLC classes of M -partite stabilizer states

we can characterize the EGSM and establish that M -

partite stabilizer states decompose uniquely into in-

decomposable ones. In this section we are concerned

with the structure of the EGSM for M ≥ 4. We show

that the EGS4 and therefore any EGSM for M ≥ 4
is an infinite set. This is even the case if we consider

PLU instead of PLC transformations.

Let us show that the EGS4 is an infinite set w.r.t.

PLC transformations. Consider the spiral graph

states |Gn〉 defined for any n ∈ N, n ≥ 4, in Fig-

ure 3. These states are distributed among the parties

P (4, n) = {α1, α2, α3, α4}.

4Note that Fitting’s lemma is usually stated for decompo-
sitions into blocks under isomorphisms, i.e., under transforma-
tions of the form QCαR, where Q, R are invertible (see for
instance Ref. [49]). However, for our purposes the version pre-
sented in Ref. [34] is the relevant one, as it is formulated for
congruence.
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Figure 3: Sequence of the spiral graph states |Gn〉 and their
distribution among four parties P (4, n) = {α1, α2, α3, α4};
all of these graph states are indecomposable.

Theorem 11. For any n ∈ N the state |Gn〉 is inde-
composable.

We show this Theorem in Appendix F. The proof

makes use of the fact that if a tuple of linear com-

binations of commutation matrices is indecompos-

able, then so is the original tuple. Using the com-

plete classification of indecomposable pairs of alter-

nating forms from Ref. [47] it is straightforward to

verify that if (C(n)
α1 , C

(n)
α2 , C

(n)
α3 , C

(n)
α4 ) are the commu-

tation matrices of the spiral graph state |Gn〉, then

(C(n)
α1 + C

(n)
α2 , C

(n)
α2 + C

(n)
α3 ) is indecomposable for any

n. As the EGS4 contains one representative of ev-

ery PLC class which only consists of indecomposable

states, |Gn〉 ∈ EGS4 for any n and thus EGS4 contains

infinitely many states. Moreover, as EGS4 ⊂ EGSM
for any M ≥ 4, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 12. The EGSM is infinite for any M ≥ 4.

Thus, by simply increasing the number of parties

from 3 to 4 the EGS changes from a finite set of three

states (up to permutation) to an infinite set.

Let us address the question whether the EGS is in-

finite only due to considering PLC operations instead

of more general PLU operations. Indeed, it could be

that the EGS is finite when considering PLU opera-

tions. The following discussion, however, shows that

this is not the case. By studying which additional

transformations of the spiral graph states |G4n〉 are

enabled by PLU operations compared to PLC oper-

ations one realizes that they are equally powerful, as

stated in the following theorem. A proof can be found

in Appendix F.

Theorem 13. Let U be a PLU transformation such
that U |G4n〉 = |H4n〉 is a stabilizer state. Then, there
exists a PLC transformation C ∈ CP (4,4n)

4n such that
C |G4n〉 = |H4n〉.

The theorem relies on properties of the PLU

symmetry group of the spiral graph states |G4n〉.
Note that any PLU transformation between stabi-

lizer states defines a bijection between their respec-

tive PLU symmetry groups. Theorem 13 implies that

the spiral graph states |G4n〉 are indecomposable un-

der PLU operations and therefore are elements of the

EGSM w.r.t. PLU operations for any M ≥ 4. Thus,

stabilizer states on M ≥ 4 parties contain infinitely

many different types of stabilizer state entanglement.

3.4 The EGS4 up to 10 qubits
The results from the previous section suggest that a

complete characterization of all indecomposable sta-

bilizer states for an arbitrary number of parties is a

difficult task. Nevertheless, let us turn to the sim-

plest non-solved case, namely EGS4, and present some

results on the states it contains. Intuitively, we ex-

pect that not every distribution of qubits among the

4 parties allows for the existence of an indecompos-

able state. Indeed, it can be shown that any state,

where one party contains more than twice the num-

ber of qubits of the party with the smallest number

of qubits, is decomposable, as stated by the following

observation.

Observation 14. Let P (4, n) = {α1, α2, α3, α4} be
a partition such that |α1| ≥ |α2| ≥ |α3| ≥ |α4| and
|ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)). Then |ψ〉 is decomposable if
|α1| > 2|α4|.

The bound is simple consequence of Lemma 9,

which gives sufficient conditions for when one can ex-

tract GHZ states from a stabilizer state. Note that

this bound is not tight, as we will see later, i.e., there

exist qubit configurations for which all states are de-

composable which is not implied by the above ob-

servation. This is not surprising as Observation 14

does not take into account whether 4-partite stabi-

lizer states other than the GHZ state can be extracted.

Now let us compute the EGS4 up to 10 qubits. We ex-

plain in detail how we utilize the commutation matrix

formalism in this computation 5.

From Observation 14 it is clear that for up to 9
qubits only qubits distributed among parties spec-

ified by the tuples (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1),
(2, 2, 2, 1), (2, 2, 2, 2), and (3, 2, 2, 2) can lead to inde-

composable stabilizer states. To find the maximal set

of indecomposable PLC inequivalent set of stabilizer

states we proceed as follows. First, for each configura-

tion containing up to 7 qubits we generate all possible

graph states and remove the decomposable ones. To

this end, we compute a tuple of commutation ma-

trices for each state and then check decomposability

by computing a basis of the endomorphism ring and

checking whether or not there exists an idempotent

element that is neither nilpotent nor invertible. Ac-

cording to Fitting’s Lemma 10 the existence of such

an element is equivalent to the set of commutation

matrices, and hence, the state, being decomposable.

5The code is written for Python 3 and can be made available
from the authors upon reasonable request.
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n = 1,…,3 (cf. Ref. [27]) n = 4 n = 5 n = 6

n = 7 n = 8

+ perm.

+ perm.

n = 9 n = 10

Figure 4: EGS4 for up to 10 qubits. The first three states generate all stabilizer states on two- and three-partite qubit
stabilizer states [27, 28]. The EGS4 on four qubits contains the GHZ state as well as the linear cluster state (up to permutations)
with different positions of its leaf parent pairs. For five, six and seven qubits one finds that only the PLC classes of spiral
graphs are indecomposable. For eight qubits, the spiral graph appears three times with different positions of its leaf parent
pairs, while the other two graphs have a structure different from the spiral graph. Particularly the last graph for eight qubits
has an interesting structure, since it contains three leaf parent pairs. Finally, for nine and ten qubits only the PLC classes of
the spiral graphs are indecomposable.

It remains to identify one representative of each

PLC equivalence class from the obtained list of in-

decomposable graph states. We select a state from

the list and then remove all states which are PLC

equivalent to the chosen state. To check PLC equiva-

lence we proceed as follows. Recall that according to

Theorem 7 two states are PLC equivalent if they ad-

mit congruent tuples of commutation matrices. Thus,

given two graph states |G′〉 and |G′〉 with commuta-

tion matrices (Cα)α and (Dα)α respectively, we have

to decide whether (Cα)α and (Dα)α are congruent to

each other or not. This can be done by solving the

linear system of equations

(QCα)α = (DαP )α (38)

for the entries of Q and P . Then, we check if any

solution satisfies Q = (P−1)T . The runtime for both,

verifying indecomposability and removing congruent

tuples, can in principle be exponentially large in the

number of qubits. This is due to the fact that the so-

lution space of the respective linear equation system

can have a basis of O(n2) elements, and hence the so-

lution space contains O(2n2) elements. Nevertheless,

the algorithm seems to be fast for most graph states

in practice.

For the cases (2, 2, 2, 2) and (3, 2, 2, 2) containing

eight and nine qubits we have to follow a different ap-

proach as the number of graph states of eight qubits

is already too large (≈ 268 million). Therefore, we

start from a complete list of local Clifford inequiva-

lent states of eight and nine qubits (see [50]) and con-

sider all possible distributions of these states among

4 parties resulting in the configuration (2, 2, 2, 2), and

(3, 2, 2, 2) respectively. Then, we proceed as before by

removing all decomposable states and determining a

state for each PLC class.

For 10 qubits we proceed in a similar way as for

eight and nine qubits but now we have to consider

qubits distributed as (3, 3, 2, 2) and (4, 2, 2, 2). Note,

that the latter distribution is not excluded to contain

indecomposable states by Observation 14. Neverthe-

less, we find that it contains only decomposable states.

For the distribution (3, 3, 2, 2) only the PLC class of

the ten qubit spiral graph state is indecomposable.

In Figure 4 we display all states in the EGS4 up to

10 qubits up to relabeling of parties. Remarkably, up

to 7 qubits, the only additions to the EGS4 besides

the 4-qubit GHZ state are the spiral graph states. For

8 qubits more complex indecomposable graph states

exist. In particular, the last graph for eight qubits in

Figure 4 is different, since it contains three leaf parent

pairs. Finally, for 9 and 10 qubits the only additional

states are again the spiral graphs.

Going beyond the EGS4 we find that for 6 qubits

on 5 parties there exist 19 different PLC classes (or

10 different classes up to permutations of the parties

holding a single qubit). This suggests that beyond the

EGS4 the number of different PLC classes increases

very quickly, already in the case where the EGS4 for

5 qubits still has a very simple structure, i.e., where

it contains only a single PLC class (see Figure 4).

4 Qudit systems
In this section, we generalize the commutation matrix

formalism to qudit stabilizer states of prime dimen-

sion. Similar to the qubit case, non-local qudit Clif-

ford operations can be implemented deterministically

using gate teleportation. Consequently, it is again

interesting to study the same task of characterizing

PLC equivalence classes of qudit stabilizer states.

We first recall the definition of the Pauli group

and stabilizer states for qudits. We will closely fol-

low Refs. [51, 52]. In the following, d ∈ N is prime

and d ≥ 3. We consider the common generalization
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of the Pauli operators to qudit systems as

X =
d−1∑
k=0
|k + 1〉 〈k| , (39)

Z =
d−1∑
k=0

ηk |k〉 〈k| , (40)

where η = exp(2πi/d) so that Xd = Zd = 1. In anal-

ogy to the single-qubit Pauli group the single-qudit

Pauli group is defined as

Pd = {ηmσa,b|a, b,m ∈ Zd}, (41)

where σa,b = XaZb. As d is prime, all elements in the

single-qudit Pauli group have the same order, namely

d, and the same set of non-degenerate eigenvalues.

The n-qudit Pauli group Pdn is the group generated

by all n-fold tensor products of elements of Pd. In

analogy to the qubit case, there is a correspondence

between the Pauli group and the vector space Z2n
d

with a symplectic form ω. Let us again define the

map σ : Z2n
d → Pdn via σ(a1, b1, . . . , an, bn) = σa1,b1 ⊗

. . . ⊗ σan,bn . Under this map, the group structure of

the Pauli group is preserved. More precisely, from the

relation

σ(f)σ(g) ∝ σ(f + g) (42)

we see that elements of the Pauli group modulo phases

can be represented as vectors of Z2n
d , and the multi-

plication of Pauli operators corresponds to addition

of their corresponding vectors in Z2n
d . The general-

ized Pauli operators obey the following commutation

relations

σ(f)σ(g) = ηω(f ,g)σ(g)σ(f) f , g ∈ Z2n
d , (43)

with the symplectic form

ω(f , g) = (a, b)
(

0 1

−1 0

)
(a′, b′)T . (44)

The Clifford group Cn(d) is defined as the unitary

normalizer of the Pauli group up to phases, i.e.,

Cn(d) = {U ∈ SU(dn)|UPU† ∈ Pdn ∀P ∈ Pdn}/U(1).
Every U ∈ Cn(d) defines an isometry on the symplec-

tic space Z2n
d via Equation (16) and vice versa.

A stabilizer state is the unique +1 eigenstate to a

maximal abelian subgroup of Pdn which does not con-

tain any nontrivial multiples of the identity. Such a

subgroup contains dn elements and is generated by

n independent elements. An abelian subgroup of Pdn
which does not contain any nontrivial multiples of the

identity is called a stabilizer. In complete analogy to

the qubit case, a stabilizer associated to a stabilizer

state corresponds to a maximally isotropic subspace

of Z2n
d via the map σ. Moreover, every qudit stabi-

lizer state is local Clifford equivalent to a qudit graph

state [53]. A qudit graph state is the unique stabi-

lizer state associated to a multigraph G with vertices

V and edges E. In contrast to a simple graph, multi-

graphs allow for an arbitrary number of edges between

two vertices. Similar to the qubit case, edges cor-

respond to controlled-Z interactions between qudits,

which are represented by the vertices of the graph.

The existence of distinct non-trivial powers of the gate

CZ =
∑d−1
k=0 |k〉〈k|⊗Zk gives rise to the different num-

bers of edges between vertices. The number of edges

m between two vertices is called the multiplicity, and

the corresponding interaction is given by CZm, where

0 ≤ m ≤ d − 1. Given a multigraph the canonical

generators of the corresponding stabilizer are the op-

erators

gi = Xi

⊗
j∈Ni

Z
mij
j , (45)

where mij is the multiplicity of the edges connecting

vertex i and j. Finally, the adjacency matrix of a

graph state |G〉 is defined by

(ΓG)ij = mij . (46)

In the following we denote by Stabd(P (M,n)) the set

of n-qudit stabilizer states for qudits of dimension d,

which are distributed among M parties according to

the partition P (M,n).
The n-qudit Pauli group Pdn has an analogous rela-

tion to the symplectic vector space (Z2n
d , ω) as Pn has

to the symplectic vector space (Z2n
2 , ω). It is there-

fore straightforward to define commutation matrices

via the same construction as in Section 3 for qudit sta-

bilizer states. Commutation matrices are now tuples

of matrices (Cα)α∈P (M,n) such that Cα ∈ Mn×n(Zd).
The matrices are again alternating due to the fact

that ω(f , g) = −ω(g,f) and satisfy Equation (23),
i.e., they sum up to zero modulo d.

Before discussing the other properties of commuta-

tion matrices, let us consider an example. Consider a

four qutrit state distributed over M = 4 parties and

let the generator of its stabilizer be g1 = X1Z2Z4,

g2 = Z1X2, g3 = X3Z
2
4 , and g4 = Z1Z

2
3X4. One can

then verify that it admits the following set of commu-

tation matrices.

C1 =


0 2 0 2
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

C2 =


0 1 0 0
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



C3 =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 2 0

C4 =


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
2 0 1 0

 .

(47)

These matrices are alternating as −1 = 2 over

Z3, and they sum up to zero modulo 3. In

fact, this state is again a graph state with edges
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{{1, 2}1, {1, 4}1, {3, 4}2}, where the subscript denotes

the multiplicity of its edges. One can again verify that

the commutation matrices can be obtained from the

adjacency matrix ΓG via

Cα =
∑
i∈α

ΓG(i), (48)

where ΓG(i) is the matrix that contains the i-th col-

umn and (−1) times the i-th row of ΓG, and zero

everywhere else. E.g., for the the above example one

has

ΓG =


0 1 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
1 0 2 0

 , (49)

from which the commutation matrices in Equa-

tion (47) directly follow.

Let us continue our discussion on properties of com-

mutation matrices. As stabilizers again correspond to

maximally isotropic subspaces of Z2n
d , it is straightfor-

ward to verify that the rank condition in Theorem 6

still holds. Moreover, commutation matrices still have

the same interpretation concerning PLC equivalence

of stabilizer states. In fact, a theorem similar to The-

orem 7 in the qubit case still holds in the case of

qudits.

Theorem 15. Let |ψ〉 , |φ〉 ∈ Stabd(P (M,n)). Then
|ψ〉 is PLC equivalent to |φ〉 if and only if they admit
the same tuple of commutation matrices.

The proof closely follows Ref. [28] and can be found

in Appendix G.

It directly follows that a qudit stabilizer state is

decomposable if and only if its commutation matri-

ces can be block-diagonalized under congruence (cf.

Theorem 8). This is due to the fact that Equa-

tion (31) and Inequality (61) still hold. Thus, we

again have that finding states in the EGS is equivalent

to finding indecomposable tuples of commutation ma-

trices. Stabilizer states decompose uniquely into inde-

composable ones if commutation matrices decompose

uniquely into indecomposable blocks. In contrast to

qubit systems, the commutation matrices are now de-

fined over the finite field Zd with d ≥ 3, i.e., a field

with characteristic not equal to two. Theorem 2 of

Ref. [34] shows that tuples of alternating matrices over

such fields indeed decompose uniquely into indecom-

posable blocks. Thus, we have shown the following

theorem.

Theorem 16. All states in Stabd(P (M,n)) de-
compose uniquely into indecomposable states in the
EGSM , where d ≥ 3 is a prime.

Due to this theorem, any PLC class is uniquely

characterized by a tensor product of states from the

EGS. Therefore, the remaining task is to determine

the EGS.

First, however, some remarks are in order. Let

us stress that (qubit and qudit) stabilizer states dis-

tributed among parties (where each party can hold

more than one qubit) can be described by a subset of

higher-dimensional qudit stabilizer states with a sin-

gle qudit per party and a composite dimension (cf.

Ref. [54]). PLC operations then form a subset of

qudit Clifford transformations. On the other hand,

viewing qudit stabilizer states of non-prime dimen-

sion as lower-dimensional weighted graph states [54]

also reveals that for qudit graph states of non-prime

dimension the decompositions under PLU are not nec-

essarily unique. Consider a four ququart state on two

parties that decomposes into a maximally entangled

state
∣∣φ+

4
〉
, containing 2 ebits of entanglement, and

two |0〉 states. Using some of the results of Ref. [54]

one can see that this decomposition is PLU equiva-

lent to a decomposition consisting of two entangled

pairs of ququarts that each contain only one ebit of

entanglement. Thus, there exist to decompositions

that are PLU equivalent, but the states that occur

in these decompositions are PLU inequivalent. Note

that qudit stabilizer states and qudit Clifford trans-

formations were also investigated in Refs. [36, 37].

Moreover, let us remark that, similar to the qubit

case, the results of Scharlau [47] cannot lead to any-

thing else than the EGS3 for prime dimensions. In

particular, they cannot be used to construct the EGS4
since choosing two commutation matrices to be inde-

composable but not equal to the
∣∣φ+

3
〉

or the
∣∣GHZ3

3
〉

one cannot find two additional commutation matrices

so that the overall rank constraint is fulfilled.

4.1 States in the EGS4 for qutrits
Using the same techniques as in the case of qubits in

Section 3.2, i.e., Fitting’s Lemma 10, we can compute

the EGS4 for up to 5 qutrits by performing an ex-

haustive search through all 4-partite graph states up

to 5 qutrits. First, one recovers the states |0〉,
∣∣φ+

3
〉
,

and |GHZ3〉 that where already proven in Ref. [29] to

generate all three-partite stabilizer states. This can

again be derived from the complete set of indecompos-

able pairs of alternating forms in Ref. [47], as these

results hold for any field. Additionally, we identify

the 6 additional states from the EGS4 up to 5 qutrits,

see Figure 5.

Beyond 5 qutrits the exhaustive search through all

graph states becomes computationally intractable due

to the increasing number of graphs but also due to

the increasing sizes of the endomorphism rings. Nev-

ertheless, one can gain some additional insight into

the EGS4 for more than 5 qutrits. To that end, let

us first see if the states that we found to be in the
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Figure 5: States in the EGS4 for qutrits. Highlighted in green is the complete EGS4 for up to five qutrits. The first three
states generate all two- and three-partite qutrit stabilizer states [29]. An exhaustive search through all four-partite graph states
up to 5 qutrits reveals six more states from the EGS4. Beyond 5 qutrits we have identified some states that are contained in
the EGS4 for qutrits, however, this list might be incomplete. The EGS4 for qutrits already has a much richer structure, due
to the appearance of graphs that contain edges of higher multiplicities.

EGS4 for qubits also appear in the case of qutrits.

Again employing Lemma 10 (Fitting’s Lemma), one

can show that the spiral graphs containing only edges

of multiplicities 1 on 5 to 10 qubits are also indecom-

posable and thus in the EGS4 for qutrits. This raises

the question if other spiral graph states containing

edges of other multiplicities are also contained in the

EGS4. In the following we argue that this is not the

case, as for many states edges of higher multiplicities

can be removed by local Clifford operations.

To this end, let us recall how the action of the local

Clifford group can be described on the level of graphs.

The action of the local Clifford group on qudit graph

states was completely characterized in Ref. [53]. In

particular, it was shown that there exists a local Clif-

ford operation that, when applied to any vertex v,

multiplies the multiplicities of all edges connected to

v by a constant factor 0 6= b ∈ Zd. Thus, for qutrit

graph states, there exists a local Clifford operation

that converts all edges of multiplicity 2 to edges of

multiplicity 1 and vice versa. Recall, that a tree graph

is a graph that does not contain any cycle. Then, we

have the following observation.

Observation 17. Any PLC orbit that contains a tree
graph, also contains the same tree graph, where all
edges are of multiplicity 1.

This observation simply follows from the fact that

in a tree graph all edges of higher multiplicities can

be moved to a leaf and can then be locally converted

to edges of multiplicities 1. Notably, this means that

any qutrit spiral graph state, regardless of the multi-

plicities of its edges, is always PLC equivalent to the

spiral graph states with all multiplicities being equal

to 1.

Moreover, the graph state containing three leafs is

indecomposable and edges of higher multiplicities play

no role by the arguments above. The only state where

edges of higher multiplicities play a role is the one con-

taining cycles. It is again indecomposable for qutrits

and appears in four PLC inequivalent forms with dif-

ferent numbers of edges with multiplicity 2.

Finally, as in the case of four qutrits, the closed loop

graph containing a single edge of multiplicity two is in-

decomposable. From these few states one can already

deduce, that the EGS4 for qutrits already has a much

richer structure, due to the appearance of graphs that

contain edges of higher multiplicities, see Figure 5.

4.2 Beyond PLC transformations
Let us finally briefly comment on how (stabilizer)

states transform under more general types of trans-

formations, also constrained by locality.

First, let us consider general PLU transformations

(not just PLC). In Ref. [55] it was shown that already

in the case of two parties decompositions of arbi-

trary states into indecomposable states is not unique.

More precisely, let |ψ1〉 (|ψ2〉) be a state of two qu-

dits of dimension d1 (d2). Ref. [55] shows that for any

d1, d2 ≥ 4 there exist states of the form |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉
shared among two parties and a PLU transformation

U such that

U |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 = |ψ′1〉 ⊗ |ψ′2〉 (50)

and such that |ψ1〉 (and |ψ2〉) is not PLU equivalent to

any |ψ′i〉. If we consider quasilocal unitary operations

instead of PLU, it follows from the results of Ref. [56]

that also decompositions of stabilizer are not unique.

If we allow for measurements in addition to PLC

transformations, transformations between PLC in-

equivalent decompositions become possible . Con-

sider for instance two Bell states |φ+〉⊗2
shared be-

tween parties α1 = {1}, α2 = {2, 3} and α3 = {4}.
Then, applying CZ2,3 followed by local complemen-

tation w.r.t. qubit 3 and a Z basis measurement of

qubit 3 results in the state |GHZ3〉 shared between

all three parties and |0〉 at party α2 (up to local Pauli
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corrections). It is clear that |φ+〉⊗2
and |GHZ3〉⊗ |0〉

are PLU inequivalent.

5 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work, we studied PLC transformations of sta-

bilizer states. PLC transformations are a physically

motivated extension of local Clifford operations that

naturally arise in the context of quantum networks

that can provide large amounts of bipartite entangle-

ment between well connected nodes. Moreover, the

fact that these operations can be implemented de-

terministically makes them particularly interesting to

study.

First, we addressed the question of how PLC trans-

formations between graph states change the corre-

sponding graph. It was shown in Ref. [26] that local

Clifford transformations between graph states corre-

spond to a sequence of local complementations on the

respective graphs. We found that any PLC transfor-

mation between graph states can be realized by local

complementations supplemented by the addition and

removal of edges within parties.

Then, we studied the classification of PLC equiv-

alence classes of stabilizer states. We discussed an

approach based on invariant polynomials and showed

that this approach achieves a complete classification.

However, since we are not aware of an efficient way

to evaluate those polynomial, the approach seems un-

practical.

Motivated by the results of Ref. [28], we introduced

a new mathematical tool, the commutation matrix

formalism, to study PLC equivalence classes of stabi-

lizer states. More precisely, we related the problem of

classifying PLC equivalence classes to the classifica-

tion problem of tuples of alternating forms, which is

a well studied problem in linear algebra.

We showed that two stabilizer states are PLC equiv-

alent if they admit the same set of commutation

matrices, and moreover, states can be decomposed

into tensor products of smaller stabilizer states un-

der PLC if their commutation matrices can be block-

diagonalized. This approach allowed us to gain sev-

eral insights into the entanglement structure of mul-

tipartite stabilzier states. We showed, that in con-

trast to the 3-partite case, M ≥ 4-partite stabilizer

states contain infinitely many different types of en-

tanglement under PLC transformations and even un-

der PLU transformations. We derived necessary and

sufficient conditions to decide whether or not a given

stabilizer state is decomposable. To demonstrate the

power of our approach we numerically computed the

EGS4 for up to 10 qubits. We furthermore showed

that the decomposition of states into indecomposable

states is unique in case the states do not admit addi-

tional PLC symmetries.

Finally, we generalized the commutation matrix for-

malism to qudit systems of prime dimension d. As the

commutation matrices are now defined over the field

Zd, the results of Ref. [34] imply that qudit stabi-

lizer states decompose uniquely into tensor products

of indecomposable ones. Again we employed the com-

mutation matrix formalism to compute the EGS4 up

to 5 qutrits.

An interesting topic for future research is to resolve

the question whether or not qubit stabilizer states

decompose uniquely into indecomposable ones. Fur-

thermore, the structure of the EGS4 up to 10 qubits

suggests that maybe a complete description of the sta-

bilizer states in this set is possible. Considering PLU

transformations, it would be interesting to understand

whether stabilizer states which are indecomposable

under PLC can decompose under PLU into states

which are not PLU equivalent to stabilizer states.

Note that these states would have to be locally max-

imally entangleable (LME) states [56]. In case such

decompositions exist, one can study the question how

the EGS for stabilizer states looks like if it can con-

tain states which are not PLU equivalent to stabilizer

states.
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A Generalized local complementation
In this section we provide a proof of Theorem 1. To that end, we first prove Lemma 2, which shows that the action

of any 2-qubit Clifford operator on a graph state can be implemented by CZ gates and local complementation

(LCE) on the respective qubits up to local Clifford operations. Let us state the lemma in its formal version.

Lemma 2 (formal version). Let |G〉 be a n ≥ 2 qubit graph state. Then for any C ∈ C2 acting on qubits 1 and 2
there exists a local Clifford operator L1 ∈ CLn and a LCE transformation with respect to vertex 1 and 2 described
by the operator L2 ⊗ L3, where L2 ∈ C2 acts on qubits 1 and 2, and L3 ∈ CLn−2 acts on qubits {3, . . . n}, such
that

C ⊗ 1 |G〉 = L1(L2 ⊗ L3) |G〉 . (51)

Note that the 2-qubit Clifford group has |C2| = 11520 elements and its subgroup, the local Clifford group, has

|CL2 | = 242 elements. Thus, C2 partitions into 11520/242 = 20 different right cosets CL2 g = {fg|f ∈ CL2 , g ∈ C2}
of CL2 , i.e., C2 =

⋃20
i=1 CL2 gi, with gi ∈ CL2 . With these insights let us show Lemma 2.

Proof. Observe, that Lemma 2 is equivalent to following statement. Clifford operators corresponding to LCE
with respect to vertices 1 and 2 can generate (up to local Clifford operations) an element of every right coset
CL2 g, with g ∈ C2 acting on qubits 1 and 2. We show this in the following by generating an element of each coset
via LCE.

To this end we consider the operators that correspond to LCE. Adding and removing the edge between vertex
1 and 2 corresponds to a controlled phase gate CZ12 = |0〉〈0| ⊗ 1 + |1〉〈1| ⊗ Z between qubits 1 and 2. Local
complementation at qubit 1 (2 qubit) corresponds to the operator exp(−iπ/4X) ⊗ exp(iπ/4Z) (exp(iπ/4Z) ⊗
exp(−iπ/4X)) on qubits 1 and 2 if qubit 1 and 2 are connected. Otherwise, it corresponds to the operator
exp(−iπ/4X)⊗ 1 (1⊗ exp(−iπ/4X)). Moreover, local complementation creates additional local Clifford gates
on other neighbours of qubit 1 and 2. Let us write all possible operators on qubit 1 and 2 as an (ordered) tuple

(
CZ12, e

−iπ4X ⊗ 1,1⊗ e−iπ4X , e−iπ4X ⊗ eiπ4 Z , eiπ4 Z ⊗ e−iπ4X
)
. (52)

Figure 6 shows a representative of each right coset of CL2 in C2 and a sequence of the above operators generating
it. The sequence respects that the operators for local complementation depend on whether qubit 1 and 2 are
connected. Figure 6 considers the case where qubit 1 and 2 are initially disconnected. Let {Cj} be the operators
listed in the table. Clearly, if qubit 1 and 2 are initially connected, then {CjCZ1,2} are representatives of all
different cosets.

Next let us show Theorem 1, which we state here again.

Theorem 1. Let |G〉 and |G′〉 be n-qubit graph states distributed among P (M,n) parties. Then |G〉 is PLC
equivalent to |G′〉 if and only if the graphs G and G′ are related via a sequence of local complementations and
edge additions/removals within parties (LCE).

Proof of Theorem 1. The if part is trivial. To prove the only if part let |G〉 and |G′〉 be M -partite graph
states. Suppose there exists a PLC operator

⊗
α∈P (M,n) Cα such that |G′〉 =

⊗
α Cα |G〉. Then, for every

party β ∈ P (M,n) we do the following. As C|β| is generated by single- and two-qubit Clifford operators (see
also Section 2.1) we can write Cβ =

∏k
j=1 C

j
β , where Cjβ ∈ C2 for all j ∈ [k]. Lemma 2 allows to replace the

action of Ckβ by the action of a local Clifford operator L1 on the state L2 ⊗ L3 |G〉. The state L2 ⊗ L3 |G〉 is
a again a graph state as the operator L2 ⊗ L3 describes a sequence of LCE. The local operator L1 can then
be commuted to the end of the circuit by possibly changing the remaining operators Cjβ to some other 2-qubit
Clifford operators and possibly the operators Cα for α 6= β to some other PLC operators. We now continue like
this for the operators Cjβ for j ∈ [k − 1]. It is straightforward to verify that, after applying this reasoning to
every party, we end up with an equation of the form |G′〉 = L |G′′〉, where |G′′〉 is obtained from |G〉 via LCE.
It remains to show that the operator L corresponds to local complementation. In Ref. [26] it is shown that two
graph states are related by a local Clifford operator if and only if their graphs are related via a sequence of
local complementations. We conclude that G′′ and G′ are related via a sequence of local complementations and
therefore G′ and G by a sequence of LCE.
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B Symplectic vector spaces and their connection to stabilizers
There is a close connection between stabilizer states and symplectic vector spaces. In this section we recall some

important results on symplectic vector spaces, which have been studied extensively in the literature. For more

details we refer the reader to, e.g., Refs. [57, 59, 58].

Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over any field F . A bilinear form is a map ω : V × V → F which

is linear in both arguments. After fixing a basis {ei} for V , we can associate to the bilinear form ω the matrix

Bω ∈Mdim(V )×dim(V )(F ) whose entries are given by (Bω)ij = ω(ei, ej). The bilinear form may then be written

as

ω(f , g) = fTBωg. (53)

A bilinear form is called alternating if ω(f ,f) = 0 for all f ∈ V . Note that any alternating form is also

skew-symmetric, i.e., ω(x,y) = −ω(y,x), which follows from ω(x + y,x + y) = 0 together with the bilinearity

of ω. Consequently, any matrix representation of an alternating bilinear form satisfies (Bω)ij = −(Bω)ji and

(Bω)ii = 0 for all i, j ∈ [dim(V )]. Any matrix with these properties is called alternating.

Given an alternating form and a subspace W ⊆ V , we define the dual space as W⊥ = {f ∈ V |ω(f , g) =
0 ∀g ∈ W}. An important type of subspace which appears in this context is a hyperbolic plane. A hyperbolic

plane is a 2-dimensional subspace spanned by a hyperbolic pair, which is a pair of vectors f , g ∈ V such that

ω(f , g) = 1. Given a vector space and an alternating form, the vector space decomposes into a orthogonal

direct sum of hyperbolic planes and a subspace on which the form is 0. This is stated in the following theorem,

a proof of which can for instance be found in Ref. [57].

Theorem 18. Let V be a vector space and let ω : V × V → F be an alternating form. Then V = V1 ⊕ . . . ⊕
Vm ⊕ V ⊥ where V1, . . . , Vm are hyperbolic planes for some m ∈ N and ω(f , g) = 0 if f ∈ V ⊥ or g ∈ V ⊥.

This Theorem is equivalent to the following statement. For every alternating form ω on a vector space V

there exists a basis of V w.r.t. which the matrix representation of ω is a direct sum of the blocks

(
0
)
, and

(
0 1
−1 0

)
. (54)

Stated differently, there always exists a basis change in V described by the invertible matrix R such that

RTBωR is block-diagonal, with the blocks as specified above. Note that for V = Zn2 Theorem 18 is also known

as Dickson’s Theorem (cf. Chapter 15 in Ref. [60]). We state it here for general fields as, when we treat qudit

stabilizer states with qudits of prime dimension d, we need the Theorem for the field Zd.
Let us continue with some definitions. A bilinear form is called non-degenerate if the conditions ω(f , g) = 0

for all g ∈ V imply that f = 0. An alternating bilinear form which is non-degenerate is called symplectic. A

symplectic vector space is a vector space V together with symplectic bilinear form ω. Symplectic vector spaces

have even dimension as follows for instance from Theorem 18. A subspace W ⊆ V of a symplectic vector space

V is called isotropic if W ⊆ W⊥ and maximally isotropic if W⊥ = W . Moreover, for any subspace W ⊆ V it

holds that dim(W ) + dim(W⊥) = dim(V ).
An invertible linear map U : V → V is referred to as isometry for a symplectic form ω if it preserves ω, i.e.,

if ω(Uf , Ug) = ω(f , g) for all f , g ∈ V , or equivalently, if UTBωU = Bω. Such transformations are also called

symplectic transformations. Symplectic vector spaces allow for the extension of any isometry between subspaces

to isometries on the whole vector space, as stated in the following lemma which can be found in Ref. [57].

Lemma 19 (Witt’s Lemma). Let V be a symplectic space with symplectic form ω : V × V → F . Let A,B be
subspaces of V and let U : A → B be an invertible linear map which satisfies ω(Uf , Ug) = ω(f , g). Then U

can be extended to an isometry of V .

Let us see how the above results connect to the Pauli group and stabilizer states. As described in Section

2.5, the Pauli group Pn modulo phases is isomorphic to the vector space Z2n
2 . The commutation relations of

the Pauli operators define a symplectic form on Z2n
2 , i.e., the Pauli group modulo phases is isomorphic to a

symplectic vector space. This correspondence also exists for the qudit Pauli group and Z2n
d (see Section 4). A

stabilizer corresponding to a stabilizer state is a maximal abelian subgroup of Pn which does not contain −1.

Via the above isomorphism it corresponds to a maximally isotropic subspace of Z2n
2 .

For instance, consider the Bell state |φ+〉, whose stabilizer is S = {1, X1Z2, Z1X2,−Y1Y2}. It is straightfor-

ward to verify that any operator in P2 which commutes with every element of S is already an element of S up to
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a phase. The stabilizer S corresponds to the subspace V S = {(0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1)} ⊂ Z4
2

via the homomorphism σ : Z4
2 → Pn defined by

σ((1, 0, 0, 0)) = X1 (55)
σ((0, 1, 0, 0)) = Z1 (56)
σ((0, 0, 1, 0)) = X2 (57)
σ((0, 0, 0, 1)) = Z2. (58)

This subspace is maximally isotropic, i.e., if f = (a1, b1, a2, b2) ∈ Z4
2 such that ω(f , g) = 0 for all g =

(a′1, b′1, a′2, b′2) ∈ V S with respect to the symplectic form

ω(f , g) = (a1, a2, b1, b2)T
(

0 12

12 0

)
(a′1, a′2, b′1, b′2), (59)

then f ∈ V S . It is straightforward to see that ω describes the commutation relations of the respective Pauli

operators, for example ω((1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0)) = 1 as X1Z1 = −Z1X1 but ω((1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0)) = 0 as

X1X2 = X2X1.

Clifford operators map Pauli operators to Pauli operators. As they preserve the commutation relations of

the Pauli operators Clifford operators correspond to isometries on the symplectic vector space (Z2n
2 , ω). On the

contrary, any homomorphism between subgroups of the Pauli group which preserves commutation relations and

is invertible can be extended to an isometry due to Lemma 19 and can be implemented by a Clifford operator

(cf. Equation (16)).

C Properties of commutation matrices
In this section we are concerned with the rank condition (cf. Equation (31)), which is necessary for commutation

matrices. First, we prove Theorem 6 and then show that the equality in Equation (31) is an inequality for general

tuples of alternating matrices. We note that the theorem also holds for any finite field, and the proof follows

simply by replacing Z2 with Zd.
For convenience, let us restate Theorem 6.

Theorem 6. Let (Cα)α∈P (M,n), Cα ∈ Mn×n(Z2) be a tuple of alternating matrices such that
∑
α Cα = 0

for some partition P (M,n). Then there exists a |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) such that (Cα)α are the corresponding
commutation matrices if and only if

2 rk([Cα]α) =
∑
α

rk(Cα). (60)

Here, [Cα]α is the n × (nm) matrix obtained by concatenating all matrices Cα, and the rank is taken over the
field Z2.

Proof. First, we prove the only if part of the statement. Suppose that (Cα)α, with Cα ∈Mn×n(Z2), correspond
to an n qubit stabilizer state. We want to prove that Equation (60) holds. To begin with, let us consider the
l.h.s. of Equation (60). Observe that rk([Cα]α) = rk([QCαQT ]α) for any invertible Q ∈ Mn×n(Z2). Consider
a Q such that [QCαQT ]α has the maximum number of zero rows. The number of zero rows is equal to the
number of generators of S that locally commute with all other elements in the stabilizer. These generators
correspond to qubits that can be locally extracted, as they are not entangled with any other qubit outside of
their corresponding parties (see discussion above Theorem 8). For convenience, let us now assume that those
states have been extracted, so that rk([Cα]α) = N ≤ n is of full rank, i.e., equal to the number N of qubits
that are entangled with at least one other qubit outside of their own party. Next, let us consider the r.h.s of
Equation (60), and let us establish the connection between the ranks of the commutation matrices and the
ranks of the corresponding reduced states. Recall, that for stabilizer states the reduced states are given by
Equation (3), i.e., by the sum over all elements s ∈ S with their support fully contained in α. Consider the
matrix Cα. Due to Theorem 18 there exists an invertible matrix Q such that QCαQT is a direct sum of blocks
of the form as in Equation (54). We observe that whenever a generator anti-commutes with another generator
on party α they also have to anti-commute on at least one other party (as the generators have to commute as
a whole), and hence, every nonzero block increases the rank of the reduced state by a factor of two, and thus,
rk(%α) = 2rk(Cα)/2. From this equation it follows that rk(Cα)/2 is the number of qubits in α that are entangled
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with at least one other qubit in another party. Thus,
∑
α rk(Cα)/2 is equal to the total number N of entangled

qubits, and thus, Equation (60) holds.
The if part of the statement follows directly form the construction below Theorem 6 in the main text.

Next, let us show that Equation (31) is an inequality for general sets of alternating matrices. We show the

following theorem over any field F as we use it later not only for Z2 but any Zd with d a prime number.

Theorem 20. Let {Aα}α∈[M ] ⊂ Mn×n(F ) with M ∈ N be a finite set of alternating matrices such that∑
αAα = 0. Then

2 rk([Aα]α∈[M ]) ≤
∑
α∈[M ]

rk(Aα) (61)

where [Aα]α∈[M ] ∈Mn×(kn)(F ) is the matrix obtained by concatenating the matrices {Aα}α∈[M ].

To prove Theorem 20 we use the following Lemma shown in Ref. [61].

Lemma 21. Let A,B ∈Mn×m(F ). Then

rk([A,B]) + rk
(
A

B

)
≤ rk(A) + rk(B) + rk(A+B). (62)

Proof of Theorem 20. Following Ref. [61], we denote in the following for any matrix A ∈ Mk×l(F ), k, l ∈ N by
A ∈Mk×k(Z2) the orthogonal projector on the columnspace of A.

We prove the statement via induction. For M = 3 the statement is equivalent to Lemma 21 and holds.
Suppose the statement holds for all M from 3 to N . Let us show that then it also holds for M = N + 1.

Let {Aα}α∈[N+1] ⊂ Mn×n(F ) be a set of alternating matrices such that
∑
αAα = 0. We want to show that

Inequality (61) holds. To this end, let us first show another inequality that will be helpful in the proof. In the
following we write CX for the column space of the matrix X. Then, we find that

rk((1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])AN ) + dim(C∑N−1
α=1

Aα
∩ CAN ) (63)

≤rk((1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])AN ) + dim(C[Aα]α∈[N−1] ∩ CAN ) = rk(AN ). (64)

The inequality follows from the fact that C∑N−1
α=1

Aα
⊆ C[Aα]α∈[N−1] . The last equality can be seen as follows.

First observe that the equality holds if and only if it holds for ANR, where R is an invertible matrix. Let
fj = f⊥j ⊕ f

||
j for any j be the columns of ANR where (1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])f⊥j = f⊥j and (1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])f

||
j = 0.

We choose R such that there exists a k ≤ n such that f⊥j = 0 for all j > k and f⊥1 , . . . , f
⊥
k are independent.

Then, Equation 64 follows from the fact that the number of independent columns of ANR coincides with k plus
the number of independent vectors in {fk+1, . . . , fn}. The latter is equal to the dimension of the intersection
of the column spaces of [Aα]α∈[N−1] and AN . Let us now use Inequality (64) to show the induction step. First,
observe that

2 rk([Aα]α∈[N+1]) = 2 rk([Aα]α∈[N ]) (65)

= 2 rk([Aα]α∈[N−1]) + 2 rk((1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])AN ), (66)

where the first equation follows from
∑N+1
α=1 Aα = 0. The second one follows from the fact that rk([Aα]α∈[N ]) =

rk([Aα]α∈[N ]R) for any invertible matrix R. Choosing the R such that the last n columns of [Aα]α∈[N ]R are
orthogonal to the others (and leaving the others invariant) the equality is straightforward to verify. Equation 66
allows us to use the assumption of the induction step, i.e. that the Inequality 61 holds for M = N . Thus, we
can bound Equation 66 as

2 rk([Aα]α∈[N+1]) ≤
N−1∑
α=1

rk(Aα) + rk(
N−1∑
α=1

Aα) + 2 rk((1− [Aα]α∈[N−1])AN ). (67)

Next, we want to bound the term which contains the projection operator from above. Inserting Inequality (64)
we find that

2 rk([Aα]α∈[N+1]) ≤
N−1∑
α=1

rk(Aα) + rk(
N−1∑
α=1

Aα) + 2 rk(AN )− 2 dim(C∑N−1
α=1

Aα
∩ CAN ). (68)
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To eliminate the last term in the latter inequality we use that due to the assumption of the induction step the
Inequality 61 holds in particular for M = 3. Thus,

2rk([
N−1∑
α=1

Aα, AN , AN +
N−1∑
α=1

Aα]) ≤ rk(
N−1∑
α=1

Aα) + rk(AN ) + rk(AN +
N−1∑
α=1

Aα). (69)

Using the fact that rk([
∑N−1
α=1 Aα, AN , AN +

∑N−1
α=1 Aα]) = rk(

∑N−1
α=1 Aα) + rk(AN ) − dim(C∑N−1

α=1
Aα
∩ CAN )

(see also Ref. [61]) the latter inequality can be written as

rk(
N−1∑
α=1

Aα) + rk(AN )− 2 dim(C∑N−1
α=1

Aα
∩ CAN ) ≤ rk(

N∑
α=1

Aα). (70)

Finally, using Inequality (70) in Inequality (68) we find

2 rk([Aα]α∈[N+1]) ≤
N−1∑
α=1

rk(Aα) + rk(AN ) + rk(
N∑
α=1

Aα) =
N+1∑
α=1

rk(Aα), (71)

which completes the proof.

D Classification of forms
In this appendix we summarize, in mathematical terms, results from linear algebra obtained in the context of

the classification of systems of linear maps and forms. The classification of tuples of commutation matrices is a

special case of this general framework. Given an equivalence relation, the term classification refers to the task

of identifying a representative of every equivalence class. For systems of linear maps and forms the equivalence

relation is induced by basis changes on the spaces on which they act.

Let us start by summarizing the results of Ref. [47], which is concerned with the classification of so called

bialternating modules over any field F . A bialternating module is a pair of bilinear, alternating forms A1, A2 :
V × V → F acting on the same vector space V over the field F . The equivalence relation induced by a basis

change on V is a congruence transformation of A1 and A2 with an invertible linear map Q : V → V .

Before we outline the results of Ref. [47] let us introduce some terminology. A bialternating module (A1, A2)
is decomposable if there exists an invertible linear map Q : V → V such that QAiQ

T = B1
i ⊕B2

i for i ∈ [2]. A

decomposition of a tuple into indecomposable tuples is said to be unique if any other decomposition of the same

tuple into indecomposable ones is the same up to reordering of the indecomposable blocks and equivalence of

the blocks.

To solve this classification problem, Ref. [47] uses the following approach, which is commonly used in these

types of classification problems. First, one establishes that bialternating modules decompose uniquely into

blocks. Then the problem is solved by stating a maximal list of non-equivalent, indecomposable bialternating

modules. Before we comment on the idea how to solve both these tasks for bialternating modules, let us present

the complete list of indecomposable bialternating modules. A detailed explanation of the results of Ref. [47]

can be found in Ref. [62] from where the following list is taken.

Let n ∈ N and let f(x) = xn+anxn−1 + . . .+a1 be a power of an irreducible polynomial over F . A polynomial

is called irreducible if it cannot be written as a product of two non-constant polynomials. A complete list of

non-congruent, indecomposable, bialternating modules is given by modules (C1, C2) where

C1 =
(

0 M1

−MT
1 0

)
, C2 =

(
0 M2

−MT
2 0

)
(72)

and

M1 =
(

0 1n

)
, M2 =

(
1n 0

)
(73)

or

M1 = 1n, M2 =
(

0 0
1n−1 0

)
(74)
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or

M1 = 1n, M2 =


−a1 −a2 . . . −an

1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...

...
...

0 0 . . . 1

 . (75)

It is straightforward to check, that the only modules of this list, which satisfy the rank condition in Equation (31)
are (congruent to) the ones corresponding to the GHZ state and the Bell state (see Equations (26) and (27)).

Both results of Ref. [47], i.e., the uniqueness of the decomposition and the complete set of indecomposables,

follow from a correspondence between bialternating modules and so-called Kronecker modules. A Kronecker

module, also known as matrix pencil, is a pair of linear maps K1,K2 : V →W between F vector spaces V and W .

These objects were studied under simultaneous isomorphy corresponding to a basis change on V and W . Two

Kronecker modules (K1,K2) and (K̃1, K̃2) are isomorphic if there exist invertible matrices P ∈ Mn×n(F ) and

Q ∈ Mm×m(F ) such that (K̃1, K̃2) = (QK1P,QK2P ). It was shown in earlier works that Kronecker modules

decompose uniquely into indecomposable blocks. For an overview of the results regarding Kronecker modules

we refer the reader to Ref. [63] and the references therein. Moreover, a complete set of indecomposable modules

was known [64]. To apply those results to the classification of bialternating modules, Ref. [47] establishes that

every bialternating module is, up to congruence, of the form((
0 K1

KT
1 0

)
,

(
0 K2

KT
2 0,

))
(76)

for some pair of matrices (K1,K2). Bialternating modules of this form are called neutral in Ref. [47]. This

property together with the knowledge of the classification of Kronecker modules then allows one to show that

two bialternating modules are congruent if and only if they are isomorphic (understood as Kronecker modules).

The main results of Ref. [47] then follow directly from this observation.

Kronecker modules are a special case of the classification of representations of so-called quivers. A basic

introduction into the representation theory of quivers can be found in Ref. [49]. A quiver is a mathematical

graph with vertices V and directed edges E ⊂ V 2. Multiple edges and self-loops are allowed. A representation of

a quiver is a map R that assigns a vector space R(v) to every v ∈ V and a linear map R((v1, v2)) : R(v1)→ R(v2)
to every edge (v1, v2) ∈ E. Two representations R and R′ of a quiver are called isomorphic if for every

v ∈ V there exist invertible matrices Qv : R(v) → R′(v) such that for any edge (v1, v2) ∈ E it holds that

R′((v1, v2)) = Qv2R(v)Q−1
v1

. Kronecker modules are representations of a quiver, which consists of two vertices

that are connected by two edges of the same direction, i.e.,

v1−−−−−→−−−−−→ v2. (77)

Therefore, this quiver is also called the Kronecker quiver. Note that classifying the representations of the

Kronecker quiver with 3 and more edges is a wild problem. A important result in the representation theory of

quivers is the so-called Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem (see for instance Ref. [49]).

Theorem 22 (Krull-Remak-Schmidt). Let R1, . . . , Rn and S1, . . . , Sm be indecomposable representations of
a quiver such that R1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Rn is isomorphic to S1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Sm, i.e., there exist invertible matrices Qv :
R1(v)⊕ . . .⊕Rn(v)→ S1(v)⊕ . . .⊕ Sm(v) such that

S1((v1, v2))⊕ . . .⊕ Sm((v1, v2)) = Qv2R1((v1, v2))⊕ . . .⊕Rm((v1, v2))Q−1
v1

(78)

holds for all (v1, v2) ∈ E. Then n = m and there exists a permutation π and matrices Qiv : Ri(v)→ Si(v) such
that

Sπ(i)((v1, v2)) = Qiv2
Ri((v1, v2))(Qiv1

)−1 (79)

holds for all (v1, v2) ∈ E and for all i ∈ [n].

In other words, representations of quivers decompose uniquely into indecomposable representations under

isomorphism (for any field). We make use of this theorem in Appendix H where we discuss whether commutation

matrices over the field Z2 decompose uniquely into indecomposable blocks.
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Representations of quivers can yet again be viewed as a special case of self-adjoint representations of linear

categories with involution, a framework studied in Ref. [34]. The main result of Ref. [34] is a Krull-Remak-

Schmidt-type Theorem for self-adjoint representations of linear categories with involution. This theorem implies

in particular that the decomposition of tuples of alternating forms over the field Zd is unique for d > 2. Via

the commutation matrix formalism this result implies that qudit stabilizer states for qudits of prime dimension

decompose uniquely under PLC, as stated in the main text (see Section 4). An explanation of the results of

Ref. [34] can be found in Ref. [65].

E Extraction of |Φ+〉 and |GHZ〉 states
In this section we prove Observation 14. To this end we first show Lemma 9. For convenience let us restate the

lemma.

Lemma 9. Let P (M,n) = {α1, . . . , αM} be a partition and let |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) have full local ranks, i.e.,
dim(V Sα ) = 0 for all α ∈ P (M,n). Then one can extract either |GHZM−1〉 or |GHZM 〉 from |ψ〉 if and only if
there exist elements f1, . . . , fM−2 in S such that supp(fj) = α1∪αj+1 and (fj)α1 = (fk)α1 for all j, k ∈ [M−2].

Proof. To prove the statement, we show that there exists a graph state, which is PLC equivalent to |ψ〉 and for
which the claim directly follows from Theorem 4.

It follows from Witt’s Lemma (Lemma 19) that there exists a PLC transformation C ∈ CP (M,n) such that
CfjC

†|α1 and CfjC
†|αj+1 act nontrivially on a single qubit each for all j ∈ [M − 2]. W.l.o.g. we order the

qubits such that for any j these are qubits 1 and j+ 1. Next find an D ∈ CLn such that DC |ψ〉 = |G〉 is a graph
state (see Ref. [26]). W.l.o.g. we choose D such that DCf1C

†D†|α1 = Z ⊗ 1. Indeed, qubit 1 is connected to
another qubit in G as dim(V Sα1

) = 0. Thus, if DCfjC†D†|α1 = Y ⊗ 1 or DCfjC†D†|α1 = X ⊗ 1 there exists a
D′ ∈ CLn which corresponds to a local complementation on G such that D′DCfjC†D†(D′)†|α1 = Z ⊗ 1.

We discuss now what the above properties imply for the structure of |G〉. Let us use that S is generated by
the canonical generators (see Equation (5)). Combining this with DCfjC

†D†|α1 = Z ⊗ 1 and the fact that
DCfjC

†D†|αj+1 acts only on a single qubit for any j, we conclude that DCfjC†D†|αj+1 = X ⊗ 1 for any
j ∈ [M − 2]. That is, the qubits {2, . . .M − 1} are only connected to qubit 1. Let us use this structure to
further simplify |G〉. Suppose that vertex 1 is connected to another vertex k in party αj with k 6= j. If qubit k
and j are not connected, then CZkj , followed by L ∈ CLn which corresponds to local complementation at vertex
j, followed by another operator CZkj removes the connection between vertex 1 and k and leaves G unchanged
otherwise. If qubit k and j are connected, one obtains the same result by leaving out the first CZkj gate. This
reasoning applies to any connection of vertex 1 to any vertex not in {2, . . . ,M − 1}, which is associated to a
party in {α2, . . . , αM−1}.

Let Nj(αk) be the neighbourhood of vertex j in party αk. Suppose there exists a (possibly empty) set of
vertices W ⊂

⋃
j∈{2,...,M−1} αj such that ⊗

i∈N1(αM )

Zi =
∏
j∈W

⊗
i∈Nj(αM )

Zi. (80)

Then the linear map T from the stabilizer of the M − 1-partite GHZ state shared between parties 1, . . . ,m− 1
to the stabilizer of |G〉 defined by

Z1Z2, . . . , Z1ZM−1, X1 . . . XM−1 → g2, . . . , gM−1, g1
∏
j∈W

gj (81)

satisfies all constraints of Theorem 4 ([28]). Here, gj = Xj

⊗
k∈Nj Zk are the canonical generators of the

stabilizer of the graph state |G〉 (see Equation (5)). We conclude that we can extract |GHZM−1〉 from |G〉.
If such a set W does not exist, let us show that we can extract |GHZM 〉 from |G〉. Indeed, then any operator

in the stabilizer S of |G〉, which contains g1 in the decomposition w.r.t. the canonical generators acts nontrivial
on all parties. Indeed, as all vertices in {2, . . . ,M − 1} are only connected to vertex 1, such an operator acts
nontrivially on parties α1, . . . , αM−1. It also acts nontrivial on party αM as no set of vertices W exists such
that Equation (80) holds. As any set of generators of S has to contain an operator whose decomposition w.r.t.
the canonical generators contains gx, we conclude that each set of generators for the stabilizer S of |G〉 contains
an element with support on all parties. Thus, we have that S 6= Sloc. Then Theorem 3 from Ref. [28] implies
that we can extract |GHZM 〉 from |G〉.
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Next, we use Lemma 9 to show Observation 14 which establishes bounds on the ratios of qubit numbers in

the case of 4 parties for which there possibly exist states in EGS. Besides the extraction of the states |GHZ4〉
and |GHZ3〉, the observation also takes into account the extraction of |φ+〉 and |0〉 states. For readability let

us state the observation again.

Observation 14. Let P (4, n) = {α1, α2, α3, α4} be a partition such that |α1| ≥ |α2| ≥ |α3| ≥ |α4| and
|ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)). Then |ψ〉 is decomposable if |α1| > 2|α4|.

Proof. Let us denote V = V Sψ . We start by considering the reduced density matrix ρα1∪α2 of |ψ〉. From
Equation (3) it is evident that the rank of ρα1∪α2 is equal to 2|α1|+|α2|−dim(Vα1∪α2 ), where dim(Vα1∪α2) is the
dimension of the local subspace defined in Equation (17). As rk(ρα1∪α2) = rk(ρα3∪α4) ≤ 2|α3|+|α4| we find that
dim(Vα1∪α2) ≥ |α1|+|α2|−|α3|−|α4|. An analogous argument shows that dim(Vα1∪α3) ≥ |α1|+|α3|−|α2|−|α4|.
From the assumptions of the observation it follows that the sum of both these inequalities can be bounded from
below as

dim(Vα1∪α2) + dim(Vα1∪α3) ≥ 2|α1| − 2|α4| > |α1|. (82)

Let us distinguish two cases. If there exists a j ∈ [4] such that dim(Vαj ) > 0, then it is easy to see from
Theorem 4 that the state is decomposable, namely, one can extract |0〉 from the state. If dim(Vαj ) = 0 for
all j ∈ [4], any vector in V has support on at least two parties, i.e., the reduced state of every party has full
rank. Assuming that, let us again distinguish two cases. First, if ω(fα1 , gα1) = 0 for all f, g ∈ Vα1∪α2 and
ω(hα1 , kα1) = 0 for all h, k ∈ Vα1∪α3 , then there exists f ∈ Vα1∪α2 and h ∈ Vα1∪α3 with f, h 6= 0 such that
fα1 = hα1 . Indeed, due to the above assumptions the subspace 〈fα1 |f ∈ Vα1∪α2 ∪ Vα1∪α3〉 is isotropic, and thus,
its dimension is at most |α1|. Inequality (82) implies that there are more independent vectors than that in
Vα1∪α2 ∪ Vα1∪α3 . Thus, there exist f, h ∈ Vα1∪α2 ∪ Vα1∪α3 such that f 6= h and fα1 = hα1 . Note that it is not
possible that either f, h ∈ Vα1∪α2 or f, h ∈ Vα1∪α3 as dim(Vαj ) = 0 for all j ∈ [4]. We conclude that in case
dim(Vαj ) = 0 for all j ∈ [4] and ω(fα1 , gα1) = 0 for all f, g ∈ Vα1∪α2 ∪ Vα1∪α3 the assumptions of Lemma 9 are
satisfied and |ψ〉 is decomposable.

Second, if there exist f, g ∈ Vα1∪α2 (or f, g ∈ Vα1∪α3) such that ω(fα1 , gα1) = 1, then also ω(fα2 , gα2) = 1
(ω(fα3 , gα3) = 1) as V S is maximally isotropic. It is easy to see from Theorem 4 that one can extract |φ+〉 from
|ψ〉 and thus |ψ〉 is decomposable.

F Properties of the spiral graph state
In this section we are concerned with properties of the spiral graph states |Gn〉 of n qubits distributed among

4 parties as shown in Figure 3. First, we prove Theorem 11, i.e., we show that |Gn〉 is indecomposable under

PLC transformations for any n. Then, we prove that |G4n〉 is indecomposable even under PLU. In fact, we

show the more general statement that any PLU transformation from a state |G4n〉 to another graph state for

any n can be implemented by a PLC transformation. This result implies that the EGS4 is infinite for both,

PLC and PLU transformations.

To show that |Gn〉 is indecomposable under PLC transformations, let us first prove the following simple

lemma.

Lemma 23. Let M ∈ N and let (Ai ∈ Mn×n(F ))i∈[M ]. If any tuple of linear combinations of the matrices
(Ai)i∈[M ] is indecomposable, then also (Ai)i∈[M ] is indecomposable.

Proof. If (Ai)i∈[M ] is decomposable, then also any tuple of linear combinations of the matrices (Ai)i∈[M ] is
decomposable. The lemma is the negated version of this statement.

With the help of this lemma we can now show that |Gn〉 is indecomposable for any n.

Proof of Theorem 11. Let |Gn〉 be the spiral graph state distributed among 4 parties with different labeling
depending on whether n is even or odd, see Figure 7.

Let us start with the case n even. We consider the commutation matrix Cα1∪α2 w.r.t. the canonical generators.
It is straightforward to verify that the only generators that anticommute on α1∪α2 are the pairs g2k, gn/2+2k+1
and g2l+1, gn/2+2l+2 for k, l ∈ N (and such that n/2 + 2k + 1 ≤ n and n/2 + 2l + 2 ≤ n). That is

Cα1∪α2 =
(

0 M2

MT
2 0

)
, (83)
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Figure 7: Different ways to number qubits for n even or odd: if n is odd, start from the orange qubit label every second
qubit, then continue from green one; if n is even, start the green qubit and label every second qubit, then continue from the
orange one

where M2 is defined in Eq. (74). Next, let us consider the commutation matrix Cα2∪α3 again w.r.t. to the
canonical generators. It is straightforward to verify that the only generators that anticommute on α2 ∪ α3 are
the pairs g2k+1, gn/2+2k+1 and g2l+2, gn/2+2l+2 for k, l ∈ N0 (and such that n/2 + 2k+ 1 and n/2 + 2l+ 2 ≤ n).
That is

Cα2∪α3 =
(

0 M1

MT
1 0

)
, (84)

where M1 is defined in Eq. (74). We conclude that the tuple (Cα1∪α2 , Cα2∪α3) is indecomposable and by
Lemma 23 that also (Cα1 , Cα2 , Cα3) is indecomposable. This is equivalent to the statement that |Gn〉 is inde-
composable for any even n.

Let us now consider the case n odd. It is straightforward to verify that the commutation matrices
(Cα1∪α2 , Cα2∪α3) are of the form presented in Eq. (72) and (73). Thus, by analogous arguments as above
the state |Gn〉 is also indecomposable for any odd n.

Note that the condition provided by Lemma 23 is only a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for decom-

posability. This can be easily seen by considering for instance the 4 qutrits spiral graph state. There, the tuple

(Cα1∪α2 , Cα2∪α3) is decomposable.

Next, we show that PLU transformations from |G4n〉 to any other stabilizer state are possible if and only

if they are possible via a PLC transformation. This implies that the EGS for more than 3-partite stabilizer

states is also infinite with respect to PLU transformations. Thus, the fact that the EGS with respect to PLC

transformations is infinite is not just an artifact of considering a restricted set of operations. As we are only

interested in the latter statement, it is sufficient to consider the states |G4n〉.

Theorem 13. Let U be a PLU transformation such that U |G4n〉 = |H4n〉 is a stabilizer state. Then, there
exists a PLC transformation C ∈ CP (4,4n)

4n such that C |G4n〉 = |H4n〉.

To prove this theorem we study the structure of the PLU symmetry group ΣG4n of |G4n〉, i.e.,

ΣG4n = {U |U is PLU, U |G4n〉 = |G4n〉}. (85)

Note that in particular SG4n ⊂ ΣG4n . For the spiral graph states |G4n〉 distributed among 4 parties as specified

above the elements of the stabilizer have very particular support. From now on we return to the numbering of

qubits shown in Figure 3.

Lemma 24. For any n there is no element in S4n, which has support on only one party. Moreover, there are
exactly two elements in S4n which have support on only two parties, namely g1 and g4n.

Proof. The following arguments are based on the fact that if the decomposition of any operator f with respect
to the canonical generators (see Equation (5)) contains gj for some j ∈ [n], then j ∈ supp(f).

First let us argue that there is no element with support on only one party. Any canonical generator has
support on at least two parties, and the canonical generators corresponding to the qubits of the same party all
act on disjoint sets of qubits. We conclude that any element of S4n has at least support on two parties.

Next, we show that there are exactly two elements with support on two parties. Obviously, g1 and g4n (g1,
g4n and g1g4n) have support on only two parties. We show that there are no further elements with this property.

Let us first show that such an element does not exist on any pair of adjacent parties, starting with α1, α2.
Suppose there exists an element f ∈ S4n such that supp(f) = {α1, α2}. For any j ∈ α1 with j 6= 1, l the operator
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gj cannot be in the decomposition of f with respect to the canonical generators. Indeed, gj acts non-trivially
on qubit j − 1 (party D) and no other generator corresponding to a qubit of α1 or α2 acts non-trivially on this
qubit. Thus, if gj was contained in the decomposition, then supp(f) = {α1, α2, α4}. Similarly, no generator gj
with j ∈ α2 and j 6= 1, l can be contained in the decomposition of f . A similar argument for any other pair of
adjacent parties shows that the only options for f to have support on only two adjacent parties are f = g1 and
f = g4n.

Next, consider pairs of non-adjacent parties, i.e., α1, α3 and α2, α4. Suppose there exists an element f ∈ S4n
such that supp(f) = {α1, α3} or supp(f) = {α2, α4}. Let gj for some j be part of the decomposition of f with
respect to the canonical generators.

If j 6= 1, l, then gj acts non-trivially on qubit j − 1 and j + 1 (both not part of the support of f) and in
order to cancel those contributions the decomposition of f also has to contain gj+2 and gj−2. Applying the
same reasoning to gj+2 and gj−2 we find that the decomposition has to contain all canonical generators from
elements in α1, α3 or α2, α4. Therefore f acts non-trivially on both, qubits 1 and l. However, as qubits 1 and
l are not both contained in either α1, α3 or α2, α4 for any n, f always has support on three parties which is a
contradiction.

If j = 1(j = l), then gj has support on one adjacent party and, in order to cancel the contribution on this
party, the decomposition also has to contain g2 (gl−2). Similarly, it has to contain g4 (gl−4) in order to cancel
the contributions from g2 (gl−2) (has support on three parties). We find that the decomposition has to contain
all canonical generators from elements in α1, α3 or α2, α4. Again f would have support on three parties which
is a contradiction.

We conclude that there does not exist an f with support on only α1, α3 or α2, α4. This completes the
proof.

For any n the group ΣG4n also contains symmetries associated to the beginning and end of the loop. These

so called leaf symmetries are of the form

B1,2(β) = eiβX ⊗ e−iβZ ⊗ 1, (86)
and B4n−1,4n(β) = 1⊗ e−iβZ ⊗ eiβX , (87)

where β ∈ R is arbitrary [39]. While ΣG4n might contain many more symmetries than those generated by the

stabilizer and the leaf symmetries, we do not compute those symmetries. Instead show two lemmata that are

concerned with their structure.

Lemma 25. Let C ∈ ΣG4n be a PLC. If there exists a party α ∈ P (M,n) such that Cα = 1, then either C = S

or C = SB1,2(±π/4) or C = SB4n−1,4n(±π/4) for some S ∈ SG4n .

Proof. Let us fist outline the proof, before we present the technical details. We prove the lemma by distinguishing
two cases, Cα1 = 1 and Cα2 = 1. Considering the first case, we show that C has to leave Xi invariant for all
i ∈ {1, . . . 4n − 2, 4n} and Zi invariant for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 4n − 1}. This implies that Ci is a Pauli operator for
all i except 4n− 1, 4n. As there exists no Pauli operator other than the elements of SG4n as a symmetry of the
stabilizer state and as Cg4n−1C

†, which acts only non-trivially on 4n− 2, 4n− 1, 4n, must be in SG4n , we have
due to the properties of SG4n that C = SB4n−1,4n(±π/4) or C = S for some S ∈ SG4n . The second case can be
treated analogously.

Let us now present the details of this proof. As mentioned above, we distinguish two cases, Cα1 = 1 and
Cα2 = 1. The other cases follow from the permutation symmetry of the spiral graph. In the following we denote
by {gi} ⊂ SG4n the canonical generators.

Suppose Cα1 = 1. First note that gkCgkC† for k = 4j + 1 (k = 4j + 2) is (i) a Pauli operator, (ii) a
symmetry of the state, and (iii) acts trivially on α1, α3 (α2, α4), respectively. Using that (i) and (ii) implies
that gkCgkC† ∈ SG4n and then employing Lemma 24 implies that gkCgkC† = gk, for k = 4j+1 and k = 4j+2.

Using this result, we find that for any j < n the operator g4j+3Cg4j+3C
† is a Pauli operator and has support

only on parties α3 and α4. Therefore, due to Lemma 24, Cg4j+3C
† = g

δ4j+3
4n g4j+3 where δ4j+3 ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly,

for any j ≤ n we find Cg4jC
† = g

δ4j
4n g4j . For j = n, we have δ4n = 0 as C . . . C† has to preserve support. Now

let us show that δ4j+3 = 0 for all j ≤ n − 2 and δ4j = 0 for all j ≤ n. Observe that [g4(n−1)+3, g4j+3]α3 = 0
and [g4(n−1)+3, g4j+3]α4 = 0 for all j ≤ n − 2 and [g4(n−1)+3, g4j ]α3 = 0 and [g4(n−1)+3, g4j ]α4 = 0 for all
j ≤ n. As conjugation by C preserves these commutation relations, we find that δ4j+3 = 0 for all j ≤ n − 2
and δ4j = 0 for all j ≤ n. Thus, C leaves all canonical generators invariant except for possibly g4(n−1)+3. If
Cg4(n−1)+3C

† = g4(n−1)+3, then C ∈ SG4n . If Cg4(n−1)+3C
† = g4jg4(n−1)+3, then C4n−1 = Xδ exp(±iπ/4Z)
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and C4n = Zδ exp(∓iπ/4X) where δ ∈ {0, 1} and Cj ∈ P for any j < 4n − 1. Thus, we can write C =
SB4n−1,4n(±π/4). As exp(±iπ/4Z4n−1) ⊗ exp(∓iπ/4X4n) |G4n〉 = |G4n〉, also S |G4n〉 = |G4n〉 and therefore
S ∈ SG4n .

Suppose Cα2 = 1. Considering the symmetries g4j+1Cg4j+1C
† and g4j+2Cg4j+2C

† and using the same
arguments as above one finds that Cα1 ∈ P|α1|. The rest of the poof is completely identical. Thus, we have
shown again that either C = S or C = SB4n−1,4n(±π/4), where S ∈ SG4n .

Lemma 26. For n ≥ 2 let U ∈ ΣG4n be a PLU symmetry which is not a Clifford operator. If there exists a
party α ∈ P (M,n) such that Uα = 1, then either U = 1 or U = SB1,2(β) or U = SB4n−1,4n(β) where S ∈ SG4n

and β ∈ R, β 6= kπ/4 with k ∈ Z.

Proof. Let U ∈ ΣG4n be a symmetry which is not a Clifford operator, i.e., in particular U 6= 1. We consider
the cases Uα1 = 1 and Uα2 = 1. The cases Uα3 = 1 and Uα4 = 1 follow from the permutation symmetry of the
spiral graph.

Let us again outline the proof. We consider various operators of the form WUWU†, with W ∈ SG4n to first
show (using Lemma 25) that Uα2 is a Pauli operator and that Uα3 , Uα4 also have to be Pauli operators on all
qubits but 4n− 1, 4n. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 25, this implies the form given in the lemma.

Let us now present the details of the proof. Suppose that Uα1 = 1. First, we show that this assumption
implies that Uα2 is a Clifford operator, (UX4j+3U

†)α3 ∈ P|α3| ,(UZ4j+4U
†)α4 ∈ P|α4| for all j < n − 1 and

(UZ4j+3U
†)α3 ∈ P|α3|, (UX4j+4U

†)α4 ∈ P|α4| for all j ≤ n− 1. Suppose any of the latter conditions does not
hold. Then one of the operators WUWU†, with

W ∈ {g4l+2, g4l+1, g4l+2g4l+4, g4m+3g4m+5} (88)

for 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 2, is not a Pauli operator and in particular not the identity. These
operators are constructed such that they act nontrivial only on party α2 and α3 or α2 and α4. Let V be one
of the operators from above such that V is not a Pauli operator and not the identity. Let us distinguish two
cases. If V is a Clifford operator, Lemma 25 and Lemma 24 imply that V = 1 as V has support only on parties
α2 and α3 or α2 and α4. However, this is a contradiction to the assumption that V is not the identity. If V is
not a Clifford operator, then let us again distinguish two cases. If V has support on party α2 and α3, then one
of the operators WUWU†, with

W ∈ {g4l+1, g4l+4, g4l+2g4l+4, g4l+3g4l+1} (89)

for 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1, acts nontrivial on only one party and is a symmetry. This is a contradiction to the fact
that for |G4n〉 every party is fully entangled with the other ones. If V has support on party α2 and α4, then
one of the operators WUWU† with

W ∈ {g4l+2, g4l+4,
∏
k≤l

g4k+1
∏

0≤k≤l−1
g4k+3,

∏
k≤l

g4k+1
∏

0≤k≤l
g4k+3} (90)

for 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1, acts nontrivial on only one party and is a symmetry, which leads again to the same
contradiction. We conclude that Uα2 is a Clifford operator, (UX4j+3U

†)α3 ∈ P|α3|, (UZ4j+4U
†)α4 ∈ P|α4| for

all j < n − 1 and (UZ4j+3U
†)α3 ∈ P|α3|, (UX4j+4U

†)α4 ∈ P|α4| for all j ≤ n − 1. Using these insights and
following the exact steps of the proof of Lemma 25, we find that U leaves all canonical generators invariant
except g4n−1. Expressing U in the Pauli basis and imposing those conditions, we find that Uj ∈ P for any
j ≤ n− 2 and U4n−1,4n = P1 exp(iβ1X)⊗ P2 exp(−iβ2X) for some Pauli operators P1, P2 and with β1, β2 ∈ R.
We claim that β1 = β2 + kπ/2 for some k ∈ Z. Indeed, suppose β1 6= β2 + kπ/2. Let us choose a S ∈ SG4n

such that S4n = P2. Then the symmetry (SUB4n−1,4n(−β1))2 ∈ ΣG4n acts nontrivial only on qubit 4n. This
is a contradiction to the fact that this qubit is fully entangled with the rest of the state. Thus, we have
shown that U4n−1,4n = P̃1 exp(iβX) ⊗ P̃2 exp(−iβX) with β ∈ R, P̃1, P̃2 ∈ P. As we assumed that U is not
a Clifford operator, β 6= kπ/4 for any k ∈ Z. Finally, we can write U = SB4n−1,4n(β) for some S ∈ P4n. As
B4n−1,4n(β) ∈ ΣG4n , we conclude S ∈ SG4n .

The case Uα2 = 1 can be shown similarly considering different operators for W .

Thus, with the above lemmata we have shown, that any PLU symmetry of |G4n〉, which acts trivially on one

party, is a product of elements of the stabilizer SG4n and leaf symmetries. Let us use these insights to show

Theorem 13.
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Proof of Theorem 13. Suppose there exists a PLU operation U such that |H4n〉 = U |G4n〉 is a graph state. We
want to show that |G4n〉 and |H4n〉 are PLC equivalent.

First, observe that U†ΣH4nU = ΣG4n and therefore U†SH4nU ⊂ ΣG4n . We show that not all elements of ΣG4n

can be a preimage of elements of SH4n . The canonical generators of SG4n all have support on at most three
parties. Therefore, it follows from the results of Ref. [28] that one cannot extract a 4-partite GHZ state from
|G4n〉 (see Section 2.5) using PLU operations. As |H4n〉 is PLU equivalent to |G4n〉, one also cannot extract
a GHZ state from |H4n〉 using PLU. Thus, SH4n admits a set of generators {hi}i∈[4n] such that no generator
hi has support on more than 3 parties. Consider the preimages {U†hiU}i∈[4n], which are PLU symmetries
of the state |G4n〉. It follows form Lemma 25 and Lemma 26 that U†hiU = Si or U†hiU = SiB1,2(β1

i ) or
U†hiU = SiB4n−1,4n(β2

i ) where Si ∈ SG4n and β1
i , β

2
i ∈ R with β1

i 6= kπ/4, β2
i 6= kπ/4 for any k ∈ Z for all

i ∈ [4n].
If β1

i , β
2
i = 0 for all i ∈ [4n], then {U†hiU} are Pauli operators. They are independent as the operators

{hi} are independent. Moreover, the operators {U†hiU} have the same support and commutation relations on
parties as the operators {hi} (as these properties are preserved by U). Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3
that the transformation from |G4n〉 to |G′4n〉 can be implemented by a PLC operator.

Next, we consider the case where there exists an i ∈ [4n] such that β1
i 6= 0 and β2

j = 0 for all j ∈ [4n]. Let
us show that this implies that for all j such that β1

j 6= 0 it holds that β1
j = β1

i + l1jπ/2 for l1j ∈ Z. To this end,
observe that h2

j = 1 for all j ∈ [4n] implies that (U†hiU)2 = 1 for all j ∈ [4n]. Thus, for any j such that β1
j 6= 0

we have
(U†hiU)|1,2 = P i1e

iβ1
jX ⊗ P i2e−iβ

1
jZ , (91)

where P i1, P i2 ∈ P are such that P i1X = −XP i1 and P i2Z = −ZP i2. Let us combine this structure with the
fact that (hjhk)α = ±(hkhj)α for all α ∈ {α1, α2, α3, α4} and j, k ∈ [4n] implies that also (U†hjUU†hkU)α =
±(U†hkUU†hjU)α. We obtain that if j, k ∈ [4n] with j 6= k are such that β1

j 6= 0 and β1
k 6= 0, then the latter

condition only holds if

ei(β
1
k−β

1
j )X = ±ei(−β

1
k+β1

j )X , (92)

where we also used that (U†hjU)q, (U†hkU)q ∈ P for any q ∈ α1 ∪ α2 with q 6= 1, 2 (due to Lemma 26).
Equation (92) holds iff β1

k − β1
j = l1jπ/2 for some l1j ∈ Z. This is precisely the claim from above. It follows form

this result that for any j for which l1j 6= 0 we can write U†hjU = SjB1,2(β1
j ) = S̃jB1,2(β1

j ), where S̃j ∈ SG4n

is a different element of the stabilizer. To keep notations simple let us also define S̃j = Sj for all j for which
l1j = 0. We show now that the operators {S̃j} are independent. Indeed, suppose they are not, i.e., suppose
that there exists an index set I ⊂ [4n] such that

∏
j∈I Sj = 1. As operators {U†hiU} are independent (as the

operators {hi} are independent), we have that
∏
j∈I U

†hjU 6= 1. One verifies that the operator
∏
j∈I U

†hjU

can only act nontrivially on qubits 1 and 2. To understand better how
∏
j∈I U

†hjU acts on those two qubits
consider the following. For any j such that β1

j = 0 the fact that (U†hjUU†hkU)α = ±(U†hkUU†hjU)α
holds for all k and α ∈ {α1, α2, α3, α4} implies that (S̃j)1 ∈ {1, X} and (S̃j)2 ∈ {1, Z}. Combining this
with Equation (91) we conclude (

∏
j∈I U

†hiU)1,2 = exp
(
iβ1
iX
)
⊗ exp

(
−iβ1

i Z
)

which is a contradiction to
the fact that (

∏
j∈I U

†hiU)2 = 1. Thus, we have shown that the operators {S̃j} are independent, i.e., {S̃j}
generate SG4n . Moreover, observe that the operators S̃j have the same support as the corresponding ones in
hj . As (U†hjUU†hkU)α = ±(U†hkUU†hjU)α holds for all j, k and α ∈ {α1, α2, α3, α4}, it follows from the
above considerations that the leaf part of the symmetries {U†hiU} does not affect commutation relations. We
conclude with Theorem 3 that there exists a PLC transformation C such that CS̃jC† = hj . Thus, |G4n〉 and
|H4n〉 are PLC equivalent.

The case where there exists i such that β2
i 6= 0 and β1

j = 0 for all j follows from analogous arguments. Finally,
consider the case where there exist i, j ∈ [4n] such that β1

i 6= 0 and β2
j 6= 0. Due to Lemma 26 none of the

symmetries {U†hiU} is such that β1
i 6= 0 and β2

i 6= 0. Thus, we can again apply the same arguments as above
to show the claim.

G PLC transformations of qudit stabilizer states and commutation matrices
In this appendix we prove that also for qudit stabilizer states of prime dimensions the commutation matrix

formalism characterizes PLC equivalence between stabilizer states. To this end we prove Theorem 15, which is

a generalization of Theorem 7 to qudit stabilizer states of prime dimensions. Let us first restate the Theorem.
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Theorem 15. Let |ψ〉 and |φ〉 be n-qudit, M -partite stabilizer states. Then |ψ〉 is PLC equivalent to |φ〉 if and
only if they admit the same tuple of commutation matrices.

The proof of Theorem 15 follows similar lines as the proof of Theorem 2 in Ref. [28]. There, the proof is based

on the following Lemma, which can be straightforwardly generalized to prime dimensions. For completeness we

also include the proof here.

Lemma 27. Let V,W ⊂ Z2n
d be subspaces of the symplectic vector space (Z2n

d , ω), and let dim(V ) = dim(W ) =
p. Then the following statements are equivalent:

• For every party α ∈ P (M,n) there exists an isometry uα : Z2|α|
d → Z2|α|

d such that

W =

 ⊕
α∈P (M,n)

uα

V (93)

• There exists an invertible linear map T : V →W such that

(i) ω(T (f)α, T (g)α) = ω(fα, gα) for all f , g ∈ V and α ∈ P (M,n),
(ii) T (Vα̂) = Wα̂ for all α ∈ P (M,n).

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one presented in Ref. [28]. The only if part is trivial as T = ⊕α∈P (M,n)uα.
Consider the if part of the statement. Let {fj}j∈[p] be a basis of V and let f ′j := T (fj). As T is an invertible
map, {f ′j}j∈[p] is a basis of W . For every party α ∈ P (M,n) let us define the linear map vα : Vα → Wα by
vα((fj)α) = (f ′j)α. It is linear as T is linear. We now show that vα is an isometry.

First note that condition (i) implies that vα preserves the symplectic form ω. Let us show that vα is invertible
due to condition (ii). To that end we consider the equation vα[x] = 0 and show that this implies x = 0. Writing
x =

∑
j∈[p] xj(fj)α one obtains vα[

∑
j∈[p] xj(fj)α] =

∑
j∈[p] xjvα[(fj)α] =

∑
j∈[p] xj(f ′j)α = 0. The definition

of the colocal subspace implies that
∑
j∈[p] xj(f ′j) ∈ Wα̂. Due to condition (ii) this holds only if there exists∑

j∈[p] xj(fj) ∈ Vα̂ for which T (
∑
j∈[p] xj(fj)) =

∑
j∈[p] xj(f ′j). Employing again the definition of the colocal

subspace one realizes that
∑
j∈[p] xj(fj) ∈ Vα̂ only if

∑
j∈[p] xj(fj)α = x = 0, and thus, vα is invertible. Hence,

vα : Vα →Wα is an isometry and by Witt’s Lemma (Lemma 19) vα extends to an isometry uα : Z2|α|
d → Z2|α|

d .
This concludes the proof.

Following the same arguments as Ref. [28], we show, in order to prove Theorem 15, that for maximally

isotropic subspaces condition (ii) is redundant. Let us first show the statement for stabilizer states with full

local ranks using the same argument as Ref. [28]. Recall that a stabilizer state |ψ〉 is said to have full local

ranks if ρα has full rank for every party α or equivalently if dim(V Sα ) = 0.

If dim(V Sα ) = dα > 0, then there exists a Clifford operator C ∈ C|α| acting on party α such that C ⊗ 1 |ψ〉 =
|φ〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗dα . This follows directly from Witt’s Lemma (Lemma 19). Indeed, let {ei} be the standard basis

of Z2|α|
d and let fi be a basis for V Sα . A bijection between {ei}i=2,...,2|α| and fi preserves the symplectic form

ω : Z2|α|
d × Z2|α|

d → Zd. Thus, it extends to a isometry on Z2|α|
d by Witt’s Lemma (Lemma 19). The Clifford

operator C which corresponds to this isometry then gives C ⊗ 1 |ψ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗dα .

Lemma 28. Let |φ〉 , |ψ〉 ∈ Stab(P (M,n)) have full local ranks. Then, |ψ〉 and |φ〉 is PLC equivalent to |φ〉 iff
they admit the same tuple of commutation matrices.

Proof. The only if part of the statement follows trivially from the fact that PLC does not alter the commutation
matrices. Let us show the if part. Suppose that |ψ〉 and |φ〉 admit the same set of commutation matrices. Using
V = V Sψ and W = V Sφ , it is straightforward to verify that then there exists a map T : V → W such that
condition (i) of Lemma 27 holds. Analogously to Ref. [28] let us show that this implies that condition (ii) also
holds as V,W are maximally isotropic with full local ranks. Choose some party α ∈ P (M,n). Let f ∈ Vα̂. By
the definition of the colocal subspace fα = 0. Then, due to property (i), it follows that 0 = ω(fα, [T−1(g)]α) =
ω(T (f)α, gα) for all g ∈W . Hence, T (f)α⊕0 ∈W⊥ and since W is maximally isotropic T (f)α⊕0 ∈W . As |φ〉
has full local ranks, i.e., the local subspace Wα only contains the zero vector, we conclude that T (f)α = 0 and
therefore T (Vα̂) ⊆Wα̂. A similar argument with T−1 shows that T (Wα̂) ⊆ Vα̂ and therefore T (Vα̂) = Wα̂.
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Proof of Theorem 15. The only if part of the statement follows trivially from the fact that PLC does not alter
the commutation matrices. Let us show the if part. Suppose that |ψ〉 and |φ〉 admit the same set of commutation
matrices. Let us find PLC transformations P1 and P2 such that P1 |ψ〉 = |ψ′〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗k and P2 |φ〉 = |φ′〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗k

and |ψ′〉 and |φ′〉 are stabilizer states with full local ranks. Note that we can extract the same number of zeros in
each party from |ψ〉 and |φ〉 as they admit the same tuple of commutation matrices. We know that all nontrivial
commutation relations of elements of the stabilizer of |ψ′〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗k come from elements of the stabilizer of |ψ′〉
and analogously for |φ′〉⊗ |0〉⊗k. As |ψ′〉⊗ |0〉⊗k and |φ′〉⊗ |0〉⊗k admit the same tuple of commutation matrices
(as PLC transformations do not alter commutation relations), we conclude that also |ψ′〉 and |φ′〉 admit the
same tuple of commutation matrices. Thus, according to Lemma 28 they are PLC equivalent. This concludes
the proof of the if part.

From the proof it also follows that two states |ψ〉 and |ϕ〉 are PLC equivalent if and only if the states |ψ〉⊗|0〉⊗k

and |ϕ〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗k are PLC equivalent (where the |0〉 states are distributed in the same way).

H m-partite qubit stabilizer states and the uniqueness of the decomposition

For qudit systems of prime dimension with d > 2 we showed in Section 4 that the decomposition of stabilizer

states into indecomposable states is unique. In this section we present a possible way to establish the uniqueness

of decompositions into indecomposables in the case of qubits under the condition that for commutation matrices

isomorphy and congruence transformations are equally powerful. While this condition is not true for arbitrary

tuples of alternating matrices of length larger or equal to four, as we demonstrate below, for certain special

tuples of commutation matrices, namely those corresponding to states without additional PLC symmetries,

isomorphy and congruence are indeed equally powerful. Hence, decompositions into these stabilizer states are

unique. For states admitting additional PLC symmetries the problem remains open.

Before discussing our approach to establish the uniqueness of the decompositions for qubit stabilizer states,

a remark is in order.

First, let us discuss as to why the results of Scharlau regarding the decompositions of tuples of matrices [47]

cannot be extended to an arbitrary length of tuples. A crucial ingredient of the arguments in Ref. [47] is to show

that every pair of alternating matrices is congruent to a neutral one (see Equation (76)). To our knowledge, it

is not known whether tuples of length 3 still have this property. In particular, it is easy to see that for tuples of

length ≥ 4 the statement is no longer valid. Indeed, one can verify that the commutation matrices corresponding

to the 5 qubit ring graph distributed among 5 parties with one qubit per party are not congruent to a neutral

tuple. Let us note here, that Ref. [47] uses the neutrality to show that congruence transformations (Q . . .QT , Q

invertible) between pairs of alternating matrices are possible if and only if there exists an isomorphism (Q . . . P ,

Q and P invertible) between the respective tuples. However, Ref. [47] does not establish an equivalence between

neutrality and the claim that isomorphy and congruence of tuples of alternating matrices. Thus, this does not

prevent us from trying to prove the latter claim without relying on neutrality.

Moreover, for general tuples of alternating matrices of length ≥ 4 isomorphy and congruence transformations

are not necessarily equally powerful, as the following example demonstrates. Consider the tuple (A1, A2, A3, A4),
where

A1 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


A2 =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A3 =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


A4 =



0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


. (94)

Let us define Bi = PAi for all i ∈ [4], where

P =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


, (95)

so that the Bi’s are alternating. One can then verify, e.g., by using the techniques described in Section 3.3 (see

Equation (38)), that there does not exist an invertible matrix Q such that QAiQ
T = Bi for all i ∈ [4].

We emphasize, that this example does not imply that isomorphy and congruence transformations are not

equally powerful for commutation matrices as the tuple above does not satisfy the rank condition in Equa-

tion (31), which is a necessary condition for commutation matrices. Note also that it is not clear whether the

above example can be used to find an example of a tuple of alternating matrices which does not decompose

uniquely into blocks.

Let us now outline a possible path to prove that decompositions into indecomposable qubit stabilizer states

are unique. Let us start by considering only those tuples of commutation matrices for which isomorphy and

congruence transformations are equally powerful, i.e., which satisfy the following condition.

Condition 29. Let (Ai)i and (Bi)i be tuples of commutation matrices such that there exists an invertible matrix
Q with QAiQ

T = Bi for all i ∈ [n] if and only if there exist invertible matrices P,R such that PAiR = Bi for
all i ∈ [n].

We will later prove that this is indeed the case for commutation matrices corresponding to stabilizer states

without PLC symmetries (of order 2 or 4). It is unclear if the condition holds for the general case.

Now, let us show the relevance of Condition 29 in the context of proving the uniqueness of the decomposition of

tuples of commutation matrices. We argue in the following that Condition 29 together with the Krull-Remak-

Schmidt theorem (Theorem 22) and an observation from Ref. [34] are sufficient to show that commutation

matrices decompose uniquely into indecomposable blocks. First, let us present the observation from Ref. [34],

which is concerned with decompositions of tuples of alternating matrices over fields with characteristic two.

Lemma 30 ([34]). Let (Ai ∈ Mk×k(Z2))i∈[n], with k ∈ N, be a tuple of alternating matrices. If (Ai)i is
indecomposable under congruence, then either (Ai)i is indecomposable under isomorphy or (Ai)i is isomorphic
to a tuple (Bi ⊕BTi )i, where (Bi)i is indecomposable.

That is, a tuple of alternating matrices which is indecomposable under congruence, can at most be decomposed

into two indecomposable blocks under isomorphy. Those blocks are equal up to transposition. If Condition 29

is true, then the block (Bi)i is not isomorphic to a tuple of alternating matrices. Indeed, suppose (Bi)i is

isomorphic to (B̃i)i, where B̃i is alternating for all i ∈ [n]. Then, (Ai)i is isomorphic to the tuple of alternating

matrices (B̃i ⊕ B̃Ti )i, and therefore by Condition 29 congruent to it. This is a contradiction to the assumption

that (Ai)i is indecomposable under congruence.

It is now straightforward to see that in combination with the above result and the Condition 29 the Krull-

Remak-Schmidt theorem implies that commutation matrices over the field Z2 decompose uniquely into inde-

composable blocks under congruence. Indeed, suppose D1 = (A1
i ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ani )i and D2 = (B1

i ⊕ . . . ⊕ Bmi )i
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are decompositions into indecomposable blocks under congruence of the same tuple of commutation matri-

ces. At most any of these blocks decomposes into two blocks under isomorphy. After this decomposition, the

Krull-Remak-Schmidt theorem states that the two decompositions have the same number of blocks and, up to

reordering, the blocks are isomorphic to each other. The above considerations imply that it cannot be the case

that one of the new blocks in D1 is isomorphic to one in (B1
i ⊕ . . .⊕Bmi )i. We conclude that n = m and pairs

of blocks in D1 and D2 are isomorphic. As all of these blocks are tuples of commutation matrices, Condition 29

implies that these blocks are congruent. We see that if Condition 29 is true, then tuples of commutation matrices

decompose uniquely into indecomposable blocks under congruence.

Let us now comment on our attempts to prove that Condition 29 holds for all commutation matrices. Observe

that one direction of the claim is trivial, namely that congruence implies isomorphy. From now on we only

consider the other direction, i.e., we want to show that if there exist invertible matrices P,R such that (PAiR)i
is a tuple of commutation matrices, then there exists an invertible matrix Q such that (PAiR)i = (QAiQT )i.
By applying the congruence transformation R−1 . . . (R)−T this claim reduces to the following one. If there

exists an invertible matrix W = R−1P such that (WAi)i is a tuple of commutation matrices, then there exists

an invertible matrix H such that (WAi)i = (HAiHT )i.
Let us investigate which operators W are such that (WAi)i is again a tuple of commutation matrices, given

that (Ai)i is a tuple of commutation matrices. First recall that commutation matrices are symmetric, implying

that these operators have to satisfy (WAi)i = (AiWT )i. Therefore, W is a self-adjoint endomorphism of (Ai)i.
As W is invertible and defined over the finite field Z2, there exists a power k ∈ N such that W k = 1. Let

us combine this property with the fact that W is a self-adjoint endomorphism. If k = 2l + 1 is odd, then

one finds that (W 2l+2Ai)i = (W l+1Ai(W l+1)T )i, i.e., the transformation is possible via congruence. Thus the

only case in which (WAi)i might not be congruent to the tuple (Ai) is if k = 2l is even. In that case we find

(P 2lAi)i = (P lAi(P l)T )i = (Ai)i, i.e., the stabilizer state corresponding to (Ai)i has a PLC symmetry. This can

be easily understood from the fact that any congruence transformation corresponds to a PLC transformation

and vice versa (see Theorem 7). We conclude that only commutation matrices associated with stabilizer states

with non-trivial PLC symmetries can possibly transform differently under isomorphy. Hence, for stabilizer

states without additional PLC symmetries the above arguments imply that they decompose uniquely into

indecomposable ones. However, it is questionable how useful this insight is. It is straightforward to verify that

every indecomposable stabilizer state up to 10 qubits has additional symmetries (see Figure 4). Note that LC

symmetries of stabilizer states have been studied in [40, 41, 39, 38].

Summarizing the above discussion, if Condition 29 is fulfilled the decompositions into indecomposables is

unique. Moreover, we have shown that Condition 29 is indeed fulfilled unless there exist states with PLC

symmetries for which not all isomorphy transformations can be represented by congruence transformations.

Finally, let us remark that in Ref. [38] we analyzed the local symmetries of stabilizer states (where each party

only holds one qubit). While working on the results presented here, we became aware of Ref. [40] and [41],

which study equivalence of graphs under local complementation. In this context, Ref. [40] also derives the local

Clifford symmetries of graph states.
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